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PREFACE
When the 219th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) ratified a New Form of
Government and published a new Book of Order as of July 10, 2011, they set in motion a process
within Trinity that also began in July of that year. First was the rewrite of the church bylaws that
were approved in a congregational meeting on November 6, 2011. Next began the process of
compiling the new “Church MAP” – this Manual of Administrative Procedures. The Book of Order
directs us to “develop a manual of administrative operations”. However we chose to substitute the
word procedures for operations and use the acronym of MAP. And this is truly a map for Trinity to
follow on its’ road forward. It contains responsibilities for committees, procedures for session,
worship service guidelines, a wealth of Building and Grounds Committee materials, Trinity’s
history, diagrams, lists and much more.
The entire church was searched from top to bottom to find information. Interviews were conducted
with staff members, committee members and congregation members – anyone who might have
some piece of information. Dozens of emails were traded back and forth. Scraps of paper, copies of
old and faded pages and even photos of items within the building were collected. The Book of
Order was heavily utilized and provided much needed guidance, as was the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.) website along with many other web searches. Draft copies of sections were traded back
and forth until they were just right (or as right as possible). The session and many committee
members were extremely helpful and blessedly patient with the numerous requests for review and
input – over and over.
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Pastor Shealy provided hours of interview time and review meeting time on the computer, drafted
many sections and provided theological and procedural input throughout. He was also patient with
the many persistent requests for his time and talents.
All of this information could not have been compiled without the generous efforts of the many
people of Trinity Presbyterian – too many to list. Thank you to all who participated. It is a
collaborative work to be shared, used, updated and passed on to future sessions, committees and
staff and congregation members. And it is a manual of which we can all be proud.

The Administration Committee
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MANUAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION TO THIS MANUAL
Purpose of this Manual
The purpose of this Manual of Administrative Procedures (the MAP) is to document and
consolidate information regarding the history, mission, policies and procedures of Trinity
Presbyterian Church of Surfside Beach, Inc. It will be available to leaders, staff and members of the
church. The result will be a method for continuity and efficiency of the administration and
management of the many activities of Trinity and its missions.
This manual is for major policies and procedures. It is not intended for everything we do, but only
for those items which have a long life and that if lost, might produce a disruption to church
programs and missions.

Content Responsibilities
Committee Roles
The various church committees, including deacons, are the “owners” of their sections of this
manual. Their job is to create, maintain, and update their responsibilities, procedures and other
information as their committees deem necessary. The Session is responsible for maintaining the
sections for Session, Clerk of Session, the Congregation and the Nominating Committee. The
Administration Committee shall be responsible for the maintenance of the manual, with direction
from the Session and the various committees currently appointed by Session.
Session and Administration Committee Roles
The Session and the Administration Committee are responsible for maintaining any non-committee
specific sections of this manual not specifically identified above.

Policy and Procedure Updates
Changes to any section of the manual are to be discussed and reviewed by the relevant committee,
approved by that committee and submitted to Session as appropriate. Each church committee may
also submit an annual update, only if necessary, to the Administration Committee by the end of
February. That update shall include any significant changes to the committees’ section. Additional
changes during the year may occur at the direction of the Session as necessary. Suggestions for
changes or updates may be made by any session member or church staff member. Any member of
the congregation may also suggest changes to the manual; however those suggestions will be
coordinated by either the session or the appropriate committee. Refer to the Session Procedures
section for more information on any changes to church policies and procedures.
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Manual Control
To assure that the manual does not become lost or out-of-date, an electronic Master Copy shall be
saved on the office computer. It shall be backed up to a storage device after each update, and
backup copies preserved both on-site in the church safe and off-site with one or more members of
the Administration Committee. A current printed copy (the Control Copy) will be maintained in the
church office. Another printed copy (the Pastor’s Copy) will be kept in the Pastor’s office. The
Building and Grounds Committee will also maintain a printed copy (B&G Copy). Additional
printed copies may be made available by request. All church members, staff and leaders shall have
access to the Control Copy of this manual. Read/write access (ability to edit and save the Master
Copy) shall be limited to the church administrative assistant, designated members of the
Administration Committee, the Clerk of Session and others as designated by Session.
Any change, including minor corrections, shall result in a new revision to the Master Copy. Once
approved, changes to the Master Copy shall be maintained by the Administration Committee. All
changes will be dated and the Master Copy will be considered the current version at all times. The
Control Copy, the Pastor Copy and the B&G Copy will have new pages printed and inserted as
necessary.

Book of Order - Conflict and Control
The New Form of Government requires that “each council shall develop a manual of administrative
operations that will specify the form and guide the work of mission in that council.” – see below.
The Book of Order of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) provides authoritative governance for our
Church. Nothing in this manual may contradict specifics of the Book of Order. This Manual is
intended to provide additional details of policy and procedures not covered by the Book of Order
and specifically adopted and implemented by Trinity. Some Book of Order citations or procedures
may be repeated in whole or in part in this Manual, but they will include the appropriate reference
information. (e. g., Choir, W-2.1004, Music as Prayer). Any references contained herein shall refer
to the then current edition of the Book of Order of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) as may be
hereafter modified.
The Book of Order states, in part:
G-3.0106 Administration of Mission
Mission determines the forms and structures needed for the church to do its work.
Administration is the process by which a council implements its decisions. Administration
enables the church to give effective witness in the world to God’s new creation in Jesus Christ
and strengthens the church’s witness to the mission of the triune God.
Councils higher than the session may provide examples of policies and procedures that may
be gathered into advisory handbooks. These examples illumine practices required by the
Constitution but left to councils for specific implementation. Such handbooks may also offer
information that enhances or secures the ministry of the particular council.
Each council shall develop a manual of administrative operations that will specify the
form and guide the work of mission in that council.
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INTRODUCTION TO TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Mission Statement

Trinity Presbyterian Church is a loving family of faith that believes
in Jesus Christ, leading others to Christian fellowship and
teaching God’s word through worship and service.
History of the Church
In 1981, The Pee Dee Presbytery decided to launch a new work in the Surfside Beach area of the
Grand Strand. The Witness committee was authorized to purchase a five acre tract of land on
Glenns Bay Road for the site of a new church. The price was $110,000 to be paid in three annual
installments in 1981, 1982 and 1983. First Presbyterian Church of Myrtle Beach contributed
$10,000 toward the purchase.
In April of 1982, Presbytery’s Witness Committee recommended that Rev. Dr. Cheves K. Ligon be
called as an Evangelist to gather people and convene a congregation. Presbytery approved the call,
examined and received Dr. Ligon on May 11, 1982. He and his wife, Margaret, moved to Surfside
Beach in June of 1982 and began home visitations of prospects.
On the evening of August 4, 1982, 33 interested persons representing 18 families gathered to
discuss plans for the new church. Of these, 21 later became charter members.
The first worship service was conducted by Dr. Ligon on September 5, 1982 at the Lions club in
Surfside Beach with 30 people present. About half of the attendees were from First Presbyterian
Church of Myrtle Beach. With its chartering on Pentecost, May 29, 1983 Trinity became the last
church chartered in the former Presbyterian Church in the United States. Although according to
reports from a congregational meeting the week before chartering, up to 80% of the charter
members did not realize they were joining the former PCUS.
Contributions from many individuals plus First Presbyterian Church of Myrtle Beach, John Calvin,
Kingston and Bethesda churches and Belk of Myrtle Beach all made it possible to break ground on
February 24, 1985 for Trinity’s first building. The first worship service in the new building was on
Trinity Sunday June 2, 1985. Dr. Ligon retired on October 14, 1986 but continued services as full
time minister through April 30, 1987. Guest Ministers supplied the pulpit until a new pastor was
called. Dr. Ligon’s wife, Margaret, served as a strong support in the church. She played the piano
for many years. The Margaret L. Circle is named for her.
On July 26, 1987 the congregation called the Rev. Dr. Jerrold C. Burnside as pastor. Under Dr.
Burnside’s leadership, by September of 1991, the original building was enlarged and an educational
building was constructed. Also the church installed a beautiful Allen Organ through the generosity
of First Presbyterian Church of Myrtle Beach. At the May 4, 1996 Officers Retreat, the session
approved “Trinity 2000”. This was a vision for Trinity which included plans for expanding its
program, facilities, staff and membership. There was an emphasis on youth, which led to our Y2K
program.
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In October 1998, ground was broken for a major building project which started in 1999. The
sanctuary was enlarged and remodeled. Classrooms, offices and a Family Life Center with gym
were constructed. On June 2, 2000, Rev. James B. Carter was called as Parrish Associate.
During that same year, the after school program, Y2K, was initiated and soon after a summer camp
program. Rev. Carter remained Parrish Associate until his retirement at the end of 2001.
On Easter Sunday 2002, Dr. Burnside completed his pastorate at Trinity and the Rev. Dr. J. Lewis
Johnson joined Trinity as interim pastor. The church in that same year initiated a nursery care
program. In the fall of 2004, Trinity called Rev. Preston Shealy as its third installed pastor. During
the succeeding years, Trinity continued to expand its ministries. An 8:30 AM worship service was
reinstated and Ash Wednesday and Good Friday worship services were initiated. The Trinity Youth
Connection, a youth group for middle and high school students and an evening Vacation Bible
School program have enhanced the educational ministry of Trinity. The Trinity Y2K program
expanded its program to include a Transition Room, a class for children who have turned two and
are not ready for preschool. An annual Advent/Christmas concert by The Festive Brass raises funds
for disasters around the world along with local ministries and Trinity has been an active part of the
Habitat for Humanity Women’s Build program. The Presbyterian Women launched a third circle,
the Mary Margaret Circle, which meets in the evening throughout the year.
In 2012, Trinity ordained and installed its first Board of Deacons, a group that is enhancing
Trinity’s congregational care ministries.
As Trinity approached its 30th Anniversary in May 2013, we looked forward to seeing how the
Spirit will lead and enhance our ministries in the years to come.
In December of 2013 Reverend Shealy answered a call to another church and Trinity found itself
looking forward to another exciting era of change. And that lead the church to once again select the
Rev. Dr. J. Lewis Johnson as Interim Pastor in February of 2014 to continue the church’s journey.
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CHARTER MEMBERS

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Aronson (Eva)
Mr. and Mrs. John Bacot (Janice Bacot-Clark)
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Baer (Agnes)
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bakanic (Nelda)
Ms. Doris Black
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Broach (Peggy)
Mrs. Barbara Bultz
Dr. Sue Carlan
Ms. Nancy Cornwell
Ms. Kim Shellenberger Daily
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Dalton (Eleanor)
Mrs. Margaret Dusman
Ms. Marynel Eames
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gallimore (Evelyn)
Ms. Phyllis Gates
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Hendrix (Jackie)
Mrs. Eleanor Knecht
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kunkle (Carol)
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lewis (Mary)
Ms. Elizabeth Lewis
Mrs. Cheves Ligon (Margaret)
Ms. Margaret A. Ligon
Mrs. John Frank Ligon
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McKeithan (Debbi)
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Miller (Jo)
Ms. Madge Yellig Norderhus
Mr. and Mrs. Al Norton (Charlotte)
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Mr. Barry Norton
Mr. Gregory Andrew Norton
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Nystrom (Ruby)
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Ormerod (Patricia)
Ms. Peggy Parks
Ms. Martha Pointer
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Robinson (Alice)
Mrs. Michael Romano (Cynthia)
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Shellenberger (Huddie)
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Stevens (Gloria)
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Stewart (Janet)
Mr. and Mrs. James Teal (Jessie)
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Thayer (Beverly)
Dr. Billie Thibodeau
Ms. Bette Thibodeau
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Trinks (Caroline)
Ms. Carol Attanasio Trinks
Mr. Scott Trinks
Mr. John Trinks
Mr. and Mrs. Cary White (Lee)
Mr. Chalmers White
Ms. Esther Whittemore
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wiley (Arline)
Mrs. Beth Wilson
Ms. Cynthia Romano Wisniewski
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Youngblood (Gloria)
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TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN STAFF
Trinity currently has five staff members on the church payroll. The responsibility for administrative
details of the church staff belong to the Human Resources Committee in cooperation with the Pastor
as head of staff and the Session. Below is a summary of the responsibilities of the Trinity staff
members. The Human Resources Committee maintains a separate manual, The Human Resources
Handbook - refer to that manual for the detailed job descriptions and responsibilities for the staff.
The staff of the daycare center is paid out of funds from the Y2K Daycare budget that is governed
by a separate board of directors – refer to the Trinity Y2K Daycare section in this manual.

Pastor
Purpose:
To provide a balanced ministry of preaching, teaching, pastoral care and organizational leadership
to the congregation to enable the Church to meet its mission statement and grow to its full potential
in membership and in spiritual vitality.

Administrative Assistant
Purpose
To support the Pastor, congregation and guests of the church with administrative tasks such as
bulletin and newsletter preparation, phones, mail, correspondence, lobby door security, coordination
of the calendar, greeting guests, ordering office supplies and other related tasks for the efficient
operation of the church office.

Music Director
Purpose
To provide general planning and leadership of the entire musical program of the church through the
selection of accompanying musical pieces, coordinating the music program with the Pastor and the
Worship and Music Committee, providing direction and support for the choir, soliciting new choir
members, performing musical selections on the piano and organ and maintaining the music library
and musical instruments of the church.

Music Accompanist
Purpose
To provide musical accompaniment for the Music Director and the Chancel Choir, assist the Music
Director in preparation of the music program for the church and provide music for designated
service days.

Sexton
Purpose
To provide general daily maintenance of the church building and grounds, to assist with repair jobs
where possible, and to work under the direction of the Pastor and in cooperation with the Building
and Grounds Committee.
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SESSION AND THE COMMITTEES OF THE CHURCH
THE SESSION
BOOK OF ORDER
CHAPTER THREE
COUNCILS OF THE CHURCH
G-3.01 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF COUNCILS
G-3.0101 Councils as an Expression of Unity of the Church
[states in part]
Councils of the church exist to help congregations and the church as a whole to be more
faithful participants in the mission of Christ. They do so as they
Provide that the Word of God may be truly preached and heard,
responding to the promise of God’s new creation in Christ, and
inviting all people to participate in that new creation;
Provide that the Sacraments may be rightly administered and received,
welcoming those who are being engrafted into Christ, bearing witness
to Christ’s saving death and resurrection, anticipating the heavenly
banquet that is to come, and committing itself in the present to solidarity
with the marginalized and the hungry; and
Nurture a covenant community of disciples of Christ,
living in the strength of God’s promise, and
giving itself in service to God’s mission.

Authority
The authority of the Session to govern the church is defined in the Book of Order.
G-1.0103 Governed by the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
[states in part]
The members of a congregation put themselves under the leadership of the session and the
higher councils (presbytery, synod, and General Assembly). The session is responsible to
guide and govern the life of the congregation. The session leads the congregation in
fulfilling its responsibilities for the service of all people, for the upbuilding of the whole
church, and for the glory of God.
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Responsibilities as Provided in the Book of Order
The Book of Order contains numerous references to the responsibilities of the Session for governing
and guiding the church. The broad description of those responsibilities is stated below. Additional
responsibility detail is listed throughout the remainder of this manual.
G-3.0201 Composition and Responsibilities
[states in part]
The session shall have responsibility for governing the congregation and guiding its witness
to the sovereign activity of God in the world, so that the congregation is and becomes a
community of faith, hope, love, and witness. As it leads and guides the witness of the
congregation, the session shall keep before it the marks of the Church (F-1.0302), the notes
by which Presbyterian and Reformed congregations have identified themselves throughout
history (F-1.0303) and the six Great Ends of the Church (F-1.0304).
In light of this charge, the session has responsibility and power to:
a. provide that the Word of God may be truly preached and heard.
b. provide that the Sacraments may be rightly administered and received.
c. nurture the covenant community of disciples of Christ.

Responsibilities as Determined by Trinity Presbyterian Church
The Session of Trinity Presbyterian Church is responsible for the governance of the whole church
and ensuring that the mission of the church is met. Elders are expected to fully support all decisions
made by the Session.
Building Use
The Session is responsible for approval of the use of the premises of the church for any activities
other than worship and worship related activities.
Committees
The Session is responsible for the creation of various committees and overseeing and/or approving
the work of those committees.
Congregational Meetings
The Session will call and convene annual or special meetings of the congregation in order to
properly conduct the business of the church. [G-1.0501 Annual and Special Meetings; G-1.0502
Calling a Congregational Meeting].
Contracts
The Session will review and approve all contracts entered into on behalf of the church that involve
any of the church’s real or personal property and any of the land there under. Approval will be
based on the recommendations of the committees involved, the opinion of the church’s legal
representative and the careful deliberations of the session as a whole. The approval or advice of
Presbytery will be obtained whenever required by the Book of Order.
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Deacons
The Session is responsible for the supervision and authority of the ministry of the Deacons.
Emergency Procedures
Designated members of the Session and Staff are responsible for the creation of and the
implementation of emergency procedures necessary to protect the staff, the members of the
congregation, visitors and guests and all building and contents of the church during times of severe
weather or other life and/or property threatening events.
Finances
The Session has ultimate responsibility for the financial health of the church. The Session will
review and approve the annual budget of the church upon the recommendation of the Finance
Committee. The Session is responsible to establish policies to direct the Finance Committee and/or
the Church Treasurer when considered necessary in their performance of their normal
responsibilities.
Membership Rolls
The Session is responsible for approval of the inclusion and deletion of names from the active and
affiliate membership roll of the church according to the Book of Order [G-3.0204a Membership
Roll]. The session is also responsible for maintaining a Trinity specific “inactive roll”. Refer to the
Session Procedures section below.

Membership
The Book of Order states in part;
G-3.02 THE SESSION
G-3.0201 Composition and Responsibilities
The session is the council for the congregation. It shall be composed of those person elected by
the congregation to active service as ruling elders, together with all installed pastors and
associate pastors. All members of the session are entitled to vote. The pastor shall be the
moderator of the session, and the session shall not meet without the pastor or designated
moderator.
The Trinity Presbyterian Church Session will be comprised of twelve (12) ruling elders plus the
teaching elder serving as moderator. Each ruling elder will serve a three year term. The elders will
be divided into three classes with the following terms of service at any one time:
Four members will have three years of service remaining
Four members will have two years of service remaining
Four members will have one year of service remaining
This will allow for the election of four new members each year and an equal rotation of elders.
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Procedures
The session of Trinity Presbyterian Church will perform all duties and responsibilities, stated in the
Book of Order and as defined in this Manual, according to the procedures stated herein and as may
be revised or adopted from time to time and recorded in Session minutes prior to inclusion in this
manual.

Meetings
The Session will meet monthly in stated meetings during the year to handle the responsibilities
listed above. Members of session will be advised of the date, time and location of the meetings via
the agenda of each previous meeting, or through email or through agendas placed in the church
mailboxes assigned to each elder. The session meeting information will also appear on the calendar
of the church website and the monthly newsletter, the Sunday bulletin and on the office calendar. If
a consensus is obtained, the Session may decide annually to eliminate a monthly meeting.
The Session will call for special meetings, as necessary, to conduct the specific business stated as
the reason for the special meeting. Generally a special meeting will be held monthly after a worship
service for the specific purpose of welcoming new members. Other special meetings may occur if
called according to the Book of Order, G-3.0203 Meetings.
The Session will advise the congregation of its intent to call Congregational Meetings, as necessary,
by placing an insert in the Sunday bulletins, advising the members orally during announcements
before services, placing a notice in the calendar of the monthly newsletter (if time permits) and
placing a notice in the calendar on the church website.
Meeting Minutes
Minutes of all meetings will be taken by the Clerk of Session. If the clerk is not available, the
Session will appoint a temporary clerk at the time of the meeting. The minutes of each proceeding
meeting will be distributed to the Session prior to the next meeting. Minutes that are produced
electronically will be emailed to all session members. The email will be copied to the church
administrative assistant in order that copies can be made of the minutes for those members who
have chosen to receive paper copies. A list will be maintained of session members with their choice
of electronic copies or paper copies. This list will be made available to all session members and the
church administrative assistant. Paper copies of minutes will be placed in the appropriate mailboxes
in the church office workroom.
Conduct of Meetings
The meetings will be conducted according to Roberts Rules of Order Newly Revised and will be
moderated by the Pastor (teaching elder). Any issues regarding the conduct of the meeting will be
resolved through consensus of the members present or by the decision of the moderator of the
meetings such that it does not conflict with Roberts Rules of Order Newly Revised.
Quorum
The quorum of a stated meeting or a special meeting shall consist of the Teaching Elder
(Moderator) and at least fifty one percent (51%) or a majority of the ruling elders currently
appointed to serve.
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Inactive Membership Roll
Members may be transferred from the active roll of the congregation and placed on the inactive
membership roll when, in the judgment of session, the member has failed to participate in the
church’s work and worship for a period of one year. When members have been transferred to the
inactive roll no notification is necessary, however it shall be the duty of the session to continue to
provide the inactive member with pastoral care. If after an additional year (two years from removal
from the membership roll) the session’s pastoral care has failed to restore the members to active
participation and, upon providing written notice, the person may be removed from all church rolls.
[Inactive Membership Roll motion approved June 25, 2012]

Changes to the Manual of Administrative Procedures (the MAP)
Changes, additions or deletions to church policies must be submitted to session in the form of a
recommendation from a committee or a motion from a member of session. There must be approval
by the quorum present at any meeting where said recommendation or motion is submitted. If there
are changes to the recommendation or motion during the period of discussion, they will be
appropriately documented. If any recommendation or motion fails to pass, it will be referred back to
the committee or submitting body with an explanation as to why it did not pass. It may then be
eligible for further discussion and future submission by that committee or submitting body if they so
desire. The Clerk of Session will document all changes, additions or deletions to church policies in
the minutes of the meetings. The Administration Committee will document all changes, additions
and deletions to the MAP as necessary in order to maintain a current manual. Any conflict between
the MAP and the minutes of the Session meetings will be resolved by the Minutes Books prepared
by the Clerk of Session.
The Manual of Administrative Procedures will have an inception date of March 2014 and all
changes, additions and deletions will be dated as of their approval by the Session.
Those changes that may be reflective of annually occurring events will be inserted in the manual in
the front pocket section and labeled with the year. The preceding information will not be maintained
in order to not burden the manual with information maintained elsewhere. Specifically - changes to
staff, except where appropriate in the church history section, and changes to corporate officers that
occur annually as session members are elected and the Board of Trustees officer appointments are
made. The history of these changes is maintained in the Minutes Books of Trinity Presbyterian
Church.

Election of Deacons and Elders
Refer to the Nominating Committee section of this Manual for procedures for elections.
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THE CONGREGATION
The Book of Order states in part:
CHAPTER ONE
CONGREGATIONS AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP
G-1.01 THE CONGREGATION
G-1.0101 The Mission of the Congregation
The congregation is the church engaged in the mission of God in its particular context.
The triune God gives to the congregation all the gifts of the gospel necessary to being
the Church. The congregation is the basic form of the church, but it is not of itself a
sufficient form of the church. Thus congregations are bound together in communion
with one another, united in relationships of accountability and responsibility,
contributing their strengths to the benefit of the whole, and are called, collectively, the
church.
Through the congregation God’s people carry out the ministries of proclamation,
sharing the Sacraments, and living in covenant life with God and each other. In the life
of the congregation, individual believers are equipped for the ministry of witness to the
love and grace of God in and for the world. The congregation reaches out to people,
communities, and the world to share the good news of Jesus Christ, to gather for
worship, to offer care and nurture to God’s children, to speak for social justice and
righteousness, to bear witness to the truth and to the reign of God that is coming into the
world.
G-1.0304 The Ministry of Members
Membership in the Church of Jesus Christ is a joy and a privilege. It is also a
commitment to participate in Christ’s mission. A faithful member bears witness to
God’s love and grace and promises to be involved responsibly in the ministry of
Christ’s Church.

All members of the congregation of Trinity Presbyterian Church are responsible for the ministry of
Trinity and of our Lord Jesus Christ. All members are part of the “priesthood of all believers”. All
members of Trinity are encouraged to participate in the committees and ministries of the church and
to therefore be responsible for the ministries of Trinity.
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THE COMMITTEES
Committees - Overview
The following committees are currently approved by Session to conduct the business of the church
in order to enable it to meet its mission statement, serve the congregation and function effectively
within the community.
Administration
Building and Grounds
Christian Education
Fellowship
Finance

Human Resources
Mission
New Member Development
Stewardship and Leadership
Worship and Music

In addition to the committees listed above, Trinity has authorized the establishment of a Board of
Deacons for service for the church.
The session may also authorize the formation of special or ad hoc committees to perform certain
tasks with a temporary duration. These committees will be dissolved when the task has been
accomplished.
Membership
Membership in Trinity Presbyterian Church committees and, participation in administering or
facilitating committee related activities for the church, will be open to any and all who feel called to
volunteer their time and talents. The session will formally approve all duly appointed members of
and volunteers to the Finance Committee who are responsible for financial decisions or the handling
of any funds of the church. The session will formally approve the appointment of all Christian
Educators and their aides who may be involved in any activities with the children and youth of the
church. The session will also approve all other teachers and aides who participate in or lead any
other church education programs. No other committees will require formal approval of their
members. Any additional membership requirements or procedures will be specified in each
committee section of this Manual of Administrative Procedures.
Meetings
It is the responsibility of each committee chairperson to schedule regular meetings to conduct the
business of that committee. All meetings will be conducted according to Roberts Rules of Order
Newly Revised and are expected to be civil and productive. It is recommended that monthly
meetings be held during the year. However, some committees may only need to meet to conduct
business that occurs occasionally (e.g. Human Resources). Some committees may elect to take
summer months off or to cancel a meeting if there is not sufficient or pressing business that needs to
be conducted.
It is the responsibility of the chairperson to inform all committee members of the date, time and
location of each meeting. Each committee must also advise the church administrative assistant of all
meeting dates and times in order for all of the church calendars to be maintained accurately.
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Agendas and Minutes
It is recommended that each committee prepare an agenda for their meeting. A sample agenda
follows in this manual. An agenda helps to ensure that all the business of the committee is handled
at each meeting. The agenda can be prepared by looking at the prior meeting agenda, determining
any old or unfinished business and listing any new items that have come up since the last meeting. It
also lets participants know what will be discussed if it's distributed before the meeting. This gives
them an opportunity to come to the meeting prepared for any discussions or decisions.
Each committee must designate someone to take minutes of their meetings. The committee minutes
will be distributed to all committee members and to the Session prior to each session meeting.
Minutes that are produced electronically will be emailed to all committee or session members. The
email will be copied to the church administrative assistant in order that copies can be made of the
minutes for those members who have chosen to receive paper copies. A list will be maintained of
session members with their choice of electronic copies or paper copies. This list will be made
available to all session members and the church administrative assistant. Paper copies of minutes
will be placed in the appropriate mailboxes in the church office workroom.

Sample Agenda
Committee Name:
Date:
Attendees Present: [list all those on the committee and then note those in attendance and
those excused]
Opening Prayer
Approval of Agenda
Reports of subcommittees or special projects
Old Business
New Business
Motions to be presented to Session
Next Meeting Date
Adjournment
Closing Prayer
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ADMINISTRATION
Membership
The Administration Committee is chaired by a member of Session. Membership is open to any
members of the congregation or interested attendees of the church.
Role
The purpose of this committee is to coordinate and maintain the administrative functions of the
church.
Responsibilities
The Administration Committee is responsible for the items listed below. Administration will also
handle other related projects as the need arises.
Budget
Review and prepare annual administration budget with the assistance of the Finance Committee.
Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate budget line items.
Monitor spending as necessary to maintain expenses within budgeted guidelines.
Building Equipment - Loaning for Offsite Use
Handle requests from members for the offsite use of church equipment such as tables and chairs.
Determine the availability of the equipment versus the needs of previously approved events and
recommend equipment use approvals to session.
Building Use Scheduling:
Maintain the Building Use Request form, recommend the fee schedule to session, coordinate room
usage with the church administrative assistant and the church calendar and recommend building use
approvals to session or another committee, as appropriate.
Bulletins
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins as necessary.
Provide information for bulletin inserts when needed, recommend copy counts depending on
attendance records and remind other committees and staff to fulfill their obligations to provide
necessary information.
Church Inventory
Coordinate with the Building and Grounds Committee to maintain a current inventory of personal
property of the church in order to ensure that adequate insurance is maintained.
Contract and License Maintenance
Compile and maintain records (service provider name, address, phone, contact name, term, costs,
and contract number) on all contracts for which the committee is responsible. Coordinate review of
any new contracts with the church legal representative. Coordinate review of contract costs annually
with the Finance Committee. Solicit bids as necessary for those services for which the committee is
responsible. Recommend and obtain approval of session for any contract changes. Ensure that the
church music license and video license are renewed annually [also refer to Leasing of Church
Premises]. Maintain copies of contracts in the Finance Room of the church.
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Corporation Business
Maintain the bylaws and the seal of the corporation. Advise the session on any procedures within
the bylaws that affect the operation of the church. Act as signatory to any contracts involving the
church under the corporate name. Maintain any changes to the records of the Corporation filed with
the Secretary of State for South Carolina (e.g. change to registered agent).
Insurance
Annually review insurance policies in order to maintain adequate coverages and limits as indicated
by industry standards, building valuations and church inventory documents. Solicit bids as needed
and recommend any coverage changes to session for approval. Assist the Finance Committee in
preparing annual audit reports and in determining the division of insurance costs among the various
church entities. Coordinate any claims activity and maintain proper loss records. Conduct safety
inspections in cooperation with the Building and Grounds Committee as needed. Ensure that all
mandatory workplace safety and insurance posters are current and properly displayed in the church
office.
Leasing of Church Premises
Maintain records on any long term lease of any portion of the church premises on behalf of the
Corporation. Review any long term leases with the church legal representative. Submit any long
term leases for approval to Session and Presbytery according to the Book of Order [G-4.0206 b].
Legal Needs
Coordinate any legal needs of the church with the church legal representative, the Session, the
Board of Trustees and Presbytery as appropriate. [Refer to Contract Maintenance, Corporation
Business and Leasing of Church Premises]
Manual of Administrative Procedures
Maintain the MAP in accordance with the Policies and Procedures and Manual Control sections of
the manual.
Membership Rolls
Coordinate maintenance of the membership rolls with the clerk of session, the church administrative
assistant and the membership rolls volunteer according to the Book of Order [G-3.0104 Officers, G3.0204 a Membership Roll, W-2.3012 d Session Responsibility]. Assist in the maintenance of an
inactive membership roll as approved June 25, 2012 by the session.
Mustard Seed
Coordinate the preparation of the monthly church newsletter between the volunteer editors and the
church office, provide and solicit articles, ensure that deadlines are met and that mailing is on time.
Assist the church administrative assistant in final proof reading and insertion of corrections or
additions as requested.
Office Manager
Obtain office manager volunteer to support the office with mail pick up, supply purchases and copy
assistance.
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Office Support
Function as liaison between the church administrative assistant, session members, committee
members and office volunteers on matters relating to the church office functions. Schedule
volunteers for the church administrative assistant during vacation and illness. Schedule volunteers
for afternoon coverage of the phones and the office.

Office Supplies and Equipment
Review office equipment on a regular basis to determine the need for updates, repairs or
replacements. Provide assistance in obtaining supplies as needed. Maintain the office key box and
its’ contents.
Website
Maintain the church website by updating the contents as needed, soliciting articles of interest,
adding photos and keeping the calendar current. Ensure that the domain name is renewed on a
regular basis.
Procedures
The Administration Committee will meet monthly, or as necessary, to handle the responsibilities
listed above. The chairperson will present minutes to Session and will report on activities.
Recommendations for items needing approval will be drafted for presentation to Session.
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BUILDING AND GROUNDS
Goals
Maintain all church buildings, grounds and other facilities and equipment to adequately support the
mission of the church
Membership
The Building and Grounds Committee is chaired by a member of Session. Membership is open to
any members of the congregation or interested attendees of the church. The Pastor is a non-voting
advisory member. The Church Sexton is also a member.
Role
The purpose of this committee is to properly maintain the building and grounds of the church.
Responsibilities
The Building and Grounds Committee is responsible for the items listed below. The committee will
also handle other related projects as the need arises or as directed by Session.
Budget
Review and prepare annual Building and Grounds budget with the assistance of the Finance
Committee. Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate budget line
items. Monitor and review spending as necessary to maintain expenses within budgeted guidelines.
Repairs or Alterations
All repairs, alterations or additions to church property that alter the physical conditions of the
facilities or equipment shall be coordinated and approved by the committee, the session and the
Board of Trustees if so required or requested.
General Building Maintenance
Perform inspections of the physical building interior, exterior, parking, walkways and roof to ensure
all items are in a neat, safe and working condition. Obtain bids for any necessary repairs. Repair,
repaint and/or replace items as needed. Organize and publicize regular church volunteer work days
to maintain and/or clean the interior areas of the building. Obtain bids for annually contracted
services on a regular basis to ensure the best possible pricing. Prepare an inspection schedule and
list and monitor its implementation.
Building Mechanicals
Maintain all electrical, HVAC, plumbing, kitchen equipment and security equipment. Perform
regular inspections. Obtain bids for any necessary repairs. Prepare an equipment maintenance
schedule and ensure that it is followed.
Building Supplies
Ensure that all necessary supplies for the operation of the building (not related to office supplies)
are ordered and that supplies are maintained at appropriate levels. This includes filters, light bulbs,
cleaning supplies, rest room supplies, and all other consumables. Maintain a list of supplies and
suppliers.
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Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins by providing
information regarding activities, special events or needs of the committee. Supply articles or
announcements for the monthly church newsletter. Coordinate with New Member Development for
newspaper advertising of special events and with Administration for events to be posted on the
website.
Church Inventory
Coordinate with the Administration Committee to maintain a current inventory of personal property
of the church in order to ensure that adequate insurance is maintained and to account for all the
church’s personal property.
Emergency Weather Procedures
Secure and prepare the property in the event of adverse weather such as a hurricane. Maintain
procedures for emergency weather preparedness.
Insurance
Conduct safety inspections in cooperation with the Administration Committee as needed.
Landscaping/Grounds
Maintain all landscape areas of the premises in safe, clean and attractive condition through mowing,
weeding, trimming and debris removal. Organize and publicize regular volunteer church work days
to maintain and/or clean the landscaped areas.
Security of the Building
Maintain security contracts for the alarm systems, kitchen fire extinguishing systems and fire
extinguisher recharging. Obtain bids for annually contracted services on a regular basis to ensure
the best possible pricing. Perform regular inspections to ensure proper working order of security
systems and maintain an inspection log including any recommendations or actions taken.
Trash Removal and Recycling
Obtain annual trash removal service bids to ensure the best price and service for the church.
Encourage recycling, provide separate containers and take all recycles possible to the county
recycling center(s).
Procedures
The Building and Grounds Committee will meet monthly, or as necessary at the call of the
Chairperson to handle the responsibilities listed above. The chairperson will present minutes to
Session and will report on activities. Recommendations for items needing approval will be drafted
for presentation to Session.
All contracts relating to the physical facilities and equipment of the Church shall originate, and be
approved for submission to Session, by this committee. Competitive bids shall be obtained where
practical. Bids shall be evaluated on completeness, price, and competency. Bidders shall be insured
and have a business license in Horry County and licensed in their profession as required.
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CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Membership
The Christian Education Committee is chaired by a member of Session. Membership is open to any
members of the congregation or interested attendees of the church. Participation on the part of the
Pastor as a non-voting advisory member is encouraged.
Role
The purpose of this committee is to oversee the Christian education needs of the church.
Responsibilities
The Christian Education Committee is responsible for the items listed below. Christian Education
will also handle other related projects as the need arises.
Budget
Review and prepare the annual Christian Education budget with the assistance of the Finance
Committee. Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate budget line
items. Monitor spending as necessary to maintain expenses within budgeted guidelines.
Children and Youth Group Programs
Obtain volunteer leaders for the current youth groups. Assist them with the selection and scheduling
of activities.
Children’s Worship Bulletins
Select the content and prepare the children’s worship bulletins for distribution each Sunday.
Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins by providing
information regarding activities, special events or needs of the committee. Supply articles or
announcements for the monthly church newsletter. Coordinate with New Member Development for
newspaper advertising of special events and with Administration for events to be posted on the
website.
Confirmation Classes
Coordinate with the Pastor for the scheduling of classes and the confirmation ceremonies for all
new confirmands.
Easter Egg Hunt
Recruit and assist with scheduling of volunteers for the annual Easter Egg Hunt and Lenten study
program. Coordinate the selection of activities for the youth of the church and of the community.
Junior Church
Recruit and assist volunteer teachers for the Junior Church program. Coordinate the selection of
curriculum each year.
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Synod Resource Center
Utilize the resource center for the educational needs of Trinity as needed.
Vacation Bible School
Coordinate the recruitment of director(s) and volunteers, the scheduling of dates and times and the
selection of an appropriate program. Obtain the necessary approvals of the program and the dates
from the Session. Solicit the assistance of other committees and/or groups within the church to
ensure a successful and fulfilling program for the youth of the church and the community.
Procedures
The Christian Education Committee will meet monthly, or as necessary, to handle the
responsibilities listed above. The chairperson will present minutes to Session and will report on
activities. Recommendations for items needing approval will be drafted for presentation to Session.
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CLERK OF SESSION
Responsibilities
G-3.0104 Officers
[the Book of Order states in part]
Each council shall elect a clerk who shall record the transactions of the council, keep its rolls of
membership and attendance including the rolls of all Certified Christian Educators and
Certified Associate Christian Educators and all Ruling Elders commissioned to particular
pastoral service, preserve its records, and furnish extracts from them when required by another
council of the church. Such extracts, verified by the clerk, shall be evidence in any council of
the church. The clerk of the session shall be a ruling elder elected by the session for such term
as it may determine.
G-1.0505 Secretary and Minutes
The clerk of session shall serve as secretary for all meetings of the congregation. If the clerk of
session is unable to serve, the congregation shall elect a secretary for that meeting. The
secretary shall record the actions of the congregation in minutes of the meeting.
Agendas
Prepare and distribute agendas for all meetings of the session as appropriate.
Annual Reports
Compile the necessary statistical and other information, with the cooperation of the appropriate
committees, in order to prepare and submit the following reports to Presbytery in a complete and
timely manner:
Clerk’s Annual Questionnaire
Annual Church Report
Session Annual Statistical Report
Correspondence
Communicate to the Session any correspondence received by the church that is of specific or
general interest to members of the Session or the church at large. Coordinate appropriate responses
to information received. Ensure that specific correspondence is forwarded to the correct person or
committee. Coordinate the composition and delivery of any other correspondence as deemed
appropriate by the Session or the Pastor.
Minutes
Maintain the approved minutes of all meetings held by the Session in the Church Minutes Book.
Distribute the minutes to all session members before each meeting. Ensure that all the necessary
financial reports prepared by the Finance Committee are included - annual budget, annual audits,
membership counts and the statistical compilation of mission offerings.
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FELLOWSHIP
Membership
The Fellowship Committee is chaired by a member of Session. Membership is open to any
members of the congregation or interested attendees of the church.
Role
The purpose of the committee is to plan and present activities and events that encourage a sense of
fellowship and community within the congregation, their families and the community at large.
Responsibilities
The Fellowship Committee is responsible for the items listed below. Fellowship will also handle
other related projects as the need arises.
Budget
Review and prepare the annual Fellowship budget with the assistance of the Finance Committee.
Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate budget line items.
Recommend for Session approval the use of all funds raised in events generating donations.
Monitor spending as necessary to maintain expenses within budgeted guidelines.
Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins by providing
information regarding activities, special events or needs of the committee. Supply articles or
announcements for the monthly church newsletter. Coordinate with New Member Development for
newspaper advertising of special events and with Administration for events to be posted on the
website.
Events
Coordinate the planning and presentation of a wide variety of fellowship events and activities.
Events may include:
Shows
Fundraisers
Dinners
Parties
Dances
Picnics
Stage, Sound System and Decorations
Coordinate among the committee and with the Building & Grounds Committee for the maintenance
of the stage and decoration storage areas. Assist in design and preparation of decorations for events.
Oversee the maintenance and use of the gymnasium/stage sound system.
Procedures
The Fellowship Committee will meet monthly, or as necessary, to handle the responsibilities listed
above. The chairperson will present minutes to Session and will report on activities.
Recommendations for items needing approval will be drafted for presentation to Session.
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FINANCE
The Book of Order states in part:
G-3.0113 Finances
Each council shall prepare and adopt a budget to support the church’s mission within its area.
Membership
The Finance Committee is chaired by a member of Session. The church treasurer will be a member
of the committee. The Pastor will be a non-voting advisory member. Membership is open to any
members of the congregation. The members of the Finance Committee and all supporting
volunteers (e.g. counters) will be recommended to Session for approval.
Role:
The role of the Finance Committee is to manage the finances of Trinity Presbyterian Church to
enable the church to meet its Mission statement.
Responsibilities:
The Finance Committee is responsible for compliance with all financial sections of the Book of
Order of the Presbyterian Church (USA) and for all items listed below. The Finance Committee
will also handle other related financial projects as the need arises.
Annual Financial Reviews of the Church and Related Church Groups
Appoint a financial review committee and obtain approval from the Session for the committee
members. Prepare and implement guidelines for the annual reviews. Assist the committee in their
process by providing all records as necessary.
Bill Payment and Expense Reimbursement Processing
Control the processing of bill payments and expense reimbursement payments. Ensure that all
payments are done in a timely manner
Budgets
Coordinate the creation of an annual church operating budget with all committees. Present and
recommend the annual budget to Session for presentation and approval at the annual congregational
meeting. Provide all Church Committees with individual committee “budget versus expense”
information as needed.
Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the Sunday bulletins by providing
weekly financial information and any occasional needs of the committee that requires a bulletin
insert. Prepare financial articles for the monthly church newsletter or the website as needed. Provide
the congregation with information on the state of the General Fund and with a copy of the annual
budget.
Endowment Funds
Provide oversight of the Endowment Fund until such time as a permanent Endowment Committee is
formed.
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Financial Records
Maintain all financial operating budget records and reports. Maintain the records of and control any
disbursement from the Memorials and Gifts accounts. Provide the Clerk of Session with the
information necessary for preparation of the annual reports to presbytery. Maintain copies of all
contracts in the Finance Room of the church. Prepare annual giving statements for the congregation.

Monetary Deposits
Count and record all weekly collections and any other monies received. Deposit all funds received
in the appropriate bank accounts.
Mortgage and Other Loan Maintenance and Negotiation
Handle all mortgage and loan business in conjunction with the Administration Committee and the
Trinity Presbyterian Church Board of Trustees.
Offering Envelopes
Order and distribute the annual offering envelopes.
Staff Payroll
Oversee all payroll records and prepare staff paychecks. Ensure compliance with all local, state and
federal payroll tax implications. In cooperation with the Human Resources Committee, ensure
compliance with the Presbyterian Church (USA) benefit plan requirements for the Pastor and that
the Pastor’s terms of call meet the Presbyteries’ minimum requirements.
Y2K Financials
Provide financial oversight of the Y2K daycare program financials.
Procedures
The Finance Committee will meet monthly to handle the responsibilities listed above. The
chairperson will present minutes and financial statements to Session and will report on activities.
Recommendations for items needing approval will be drafted for presentation to Session.
Refer to the Finance Committee Handbook of Policies and Procedures for all other financial
procedures for Trinity Presbyterian Church.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Membership
The Human Resources Committee is chaired by a member of Session, normally the Clerk of
Session. Membership is also comprised of one additional currently serving elder and is open to
members of the congregation or interested attendees of the church.

Role
The purpose of this committee is to handle all personnel matters for those who are hired by Trinity
Presbyterian to enable them to meet the needs of the church.

Responsibilities
The Human Resources Committee is responsible for administering the personnel needs of the
church, the items listed below and other related projects as the need arises.
Budget
Review and prepare the annual Human Resources budget with the assistance of the Finance
Committee. Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate budget line
items. Evaluate and recommend to Session any salary changes for the staff and any changes to the
Pastor’s terms of call.
Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins by providing
information regarding needs of the committee. Supply articles or announcements for the monthly
church newsletter. Coordinate with New Member Development for newspaper advertising of job
openings and with Administration for items to be posted on the website.
Compliance
Ensure that the church is in compliance with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission laws
and all other federal, state and local workplace laws as they may pertain to employment within
Trinity Presbyterian Church. Ensure that the church is in compliance with all requirements of the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and the New Harmony Presbytery regarding the employment of the
teaching elder and his terms of call.
Staffing Recommendations
Coordinate with Session and any appointed sub-committees for the interviews, evaluations and
hiring recommendations for any new or replacement staff. Submit final recommendations for new
or replacement staff to Session for approval.
NOTE: The hiring of a teaching elder or Pastor is governed by the Book of Order, G-2.08 Call and
Installation.
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The Human Resources Handbook
Maintain the handbook and all related contents (job descriptions, evaluation procedures and forms,
salary recommendations, annual budgets, etc.).
Personnel Issues
Handle any issues related to the staff of the church as the need arises whether they are presented by
the staff member themselves, other staff, the congregation, visitors or guests. Ensure prompt
response to concerns, facilitate mediation if required and resolve any issues to the satisfaction of all
parties whenever possible. Utilize the resources and recommendations of New Harmony Presbytery
to further resolve personnel issues if appropriate.
Performance Reviews
Conduct annual performance reviews of the staff according to the Human Resources Handbook.

Procedures
The Human Resources Committee will meet as necessary, to handle the responsibilities listed above
and as specified in the Human Resources Handbook. The chairperson will present minutes to
Session and will report on activities. Recommendations for items needing approval will be drafted
for presentation to Session.
All other staffing, salary, evaluations or related human resource procedures will be conducted
according to the Human Resources Handbook.
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MISSION
Mission Statement
Our mission is to serve God by serving others, both actively and monetarily, in our church, in our
community and throughout the world.
Membership
Membership shall include a member of Session as chairperson. Membership is open to any
members of the congregation or interested attendees of the church. The teaching elder may be
asked to serve in an advisory capacity.
Responsibilities
The Mission Committee is responsible for the items listed below. Mission will also handle other
related projects as the need arises.
Budget
Review and prepare the annual Mission Committee budget with the assistance of the Finance
Committee. Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate budget line
items. Monitor spending as necessary to maintain expenses within budgeted guidelines. Assist the
Finance Committee in the disbursement of funds to the proper mission entities.
Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins by providing
information regarding mission projects, special events or needs of the committee. Supply articles for
the church newsletter to promote the monthly missions and any special mission projects. Coordinate
with New Member Development for newspaper advertising of special missions and with
Administration for items to be posted on the website. Prepare and present the “monthly minute for
mission” at services.
Community Liaisons
Serve as liaisons between Trinity and community organizations to ascertain their concerns and
needs
Mission Projects
Coordinate support for local, national and international missions and projects. Encourage and
facilitate member participation in local missions that are supported by the church. Refer to the
Other Missions and Activities of the Church section of this manual for a list of many of the
missions.
Special Mission Projects
Schedule and coordinate special mission projects chosen by the committee.
Special Offerings
Coordinate the promotion and collection of special offerings chosen by the committee.
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Procedures
The Mission Committee will meet monthly to discuss progress and plan activities for special
offerings and church mission activities. The committee chairperson will present minutes and report
activities to Session and propose motions for approval.
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NEW MEMBER DEVELOPMENT
Membership
The New Member Development Committee is chaired by a member of Session. Membership is
open to any members of the congregation or interested attendees of the church.
Role
The purpose of this committee is to share God’s love with our neighbor, especially those who are
not affiliated with a particular church, to develop faithful Christians and welcome them to our
membership.

Responsibilities
The New Member Development Committee is responsible for the items listed below. New Member
Development will also handle other related projects as the need arises.
Budget
Review and prepare the annual New Member Development budget with the assistance of the
Finance Committee. Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate
budget line items. Monitor spending as necessary to maintain expenses within budgeted guidelines.
Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins by providing
information regarding activities, special events or needs of the committee. Supply articles or
announcements for the monthly church newsletter. Coordinate with Administration for events to be
posted on the website. Maintain the publicity for the church.
Finding New Members;
Follow up to visitor information from the Friendship Pad sheets, calls to the church, emails from the
website and other leads that may arise. Participate in community events and assist in the annual
church yard sale to spread the message of welcome for the church.
Inform New Members
Cooperate with the Pastor and other committees to inform new members of opportunities to
participate within the church.
Visitation and Communication
Coordinate with the Pastor to make visits to new or potential members and send welcome letters to
them as well.
Church Brochure
Maintain a church brochure with information on the church’s missions and programs.
Procedures
The New Member Development Committee will meet monthly, or as necessary, to handle the
responsibilities listed above. The chairperson will present minutes to Session and will report on
activities. Recommendations for items needing approval will be drafted for presentation to Session.
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STEWARDSHIP AND LEADERSHIP
The Book of Order states in part:
W-5.5004 Christian Giving
Giving has always been a mark of Christian commitment and discipleship. The ways in which a
believer uses God’s gifts of material goods, personal abilities, and time should reflect a faithful
response to God’s self-giving in Jesus Christ and Christ’s call to minister to and share with
others in the world. Tithing is a primary expression of the Christian discipline of stewardship.
(W-1.3030; W-2.5000)

Membership
The Stewardship and Leadership Committee is chaired by a member of Session. The Pastor will be
a non-voting advisory member. Membership is open to any member of the congregation or
interested attendees of the church. Membership should include a member of the Finance Committee
or the Recording Treasurer to maintain confidentiality when entering pledges and to coordinate the
stewardship campaign with the budget preparation process.
Role
The purpose of the Stewardship and Leadership Committee is to promote stewardship and church
leadership to enable the church to meet its mission statement.
Responsibilities
The Stewardship and Leadership Committee is responsible for promoting Christian giving,
developing the leadership capabilities of the church’s governing leaders and the items listed below.
They will also handle other related projects as the need arises.
Budget
Review and prepare the annual Stewardship and Leadership budget with the assistance of the
Finance Committee. Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate
budget line items. Monitor spending as necessary to maintain expenses within budgeted guidelines.

Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins by providing
information regarding activities, special events or needs of the committee. Supply articles or
announcements for the monthly church newsletter. Coordinate with New Member Development for
newspaper advertising of special events and with Administration for items to be posted on the
website.
Leadership
Develop programs which strengthen individual leadership skill such as taking responsibility,
gaining focus, developing Christian purpose and developing effective and achievable goals and
dreams. Also provide programs such as group retreats used to strengthen interpersonal relationships,
strengthen team dynamics between leaders, to strengthen communications and maintain the
necessary climate of working as a team for a common purpose.
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Stewardship Campaign
Select or create and execute a stewardship campaign that will assist in meeting the financial
requirements of the church. Develop methods and communication to maintain awareness of
Christian stewardship throughout the year.
Time and Talent:
Develop methods to increase and maintain the congregation’s awareness that they do have the
talents and personal abilities that the church needs to meet its mission. And that they can find the
time to help in many small ways. Encourage the congregation to contribute their time to assist in
events wherever possible.
Procedures
The Stewardship and Leadership Committee will meet monthly, or as necessary, to handle the
responsibilities listed above. The chairperson will present minutes to Session and will report on
activities. Recommendations for items needing approval will be drafted for presentation to Session.
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WORSHIP AND MUSIC
Goals
The Worship and Music Committee shall endeavor to enable Trinity Presbyterian Church to provide
worship experiences to meet the spiritual needs of the congregation through regular Sunday
services, other services as designated and approved by Session, special services at special times of
the year, opportunities for traditional and contemporary worship as well as maintaining a worshipful
environment
Membership
The Worship and Music Committee is chaired by a member of Session. Membership is open to any
members of the congregation or interested attendees of the church. The Music Director is also a
member. Participation on the part of the Pastor as a non-voting advisory member is encouraged.
Role
The purpose of this committee is to meet all required worship needs of the church.
Responsibilities
The Worship and Music Committee is responsible for the items listed below. Worship and Music
will also handle other related projects as the need arises.
Acolytes
Coordinate the appointment, training and scheduling of acolytes for all services as needed. Maintain
the acolyte robes and the candle lighters.
Budget
Review and prepare the annual Worship and Music budget with the assistance of the Finance
Committee. Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate budget line
items. Monitor spending as necessary to maintain expenses within budgeted guidelines.
Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins by providing
information regarding music selections, liturgist and officer of the day. Also provide information on
activities, special events or needs of the committee. Supply articles or announcements for the
monthly church newsletter. Coordinate with New Member Development for newspaper advertising
of special events and with Administration for events to be posted on the website.
Funeral and/or Memorial Services
Assist in preparing the church for services as requested. Ensure that volunteers are scheduled and
informed of their required duties, Coordinate music with the Chancel Choir and the Music Director
if requested. Coordinate with the Pastor for any special needs for the services.
Liturgists
Coordinate with the Pastor for the appointment, training and scheduling of liturgists for all church
services as necessary.
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Music and Worship Supplies
Ensure that all necessary items for the celebration of Communion are prepared and in place.
Coordinate the maintenance, repair and tuning of the organ and the piano. Inspect the bibles and
hymnals in the pews to ensure they are in usable condition and replace them when necessary.
Purchase all other needed supplies (e.g. candle oil, lighters) to enable worship services.
Music Programs
Angel Choir
Develop and direct music programs suitable for young children to perform during church
services, the Christmas Pageant and any other special events during the year. Encourage the
spiritual development of the children of the church through music.
Chancel Choir
Coordinate with the Music Director for vocal Music support of the worship services and for
performance of various special Music programs of the chancel choir throughout the year.
Handbell Choir
Coordinate with the Handbell Choir Director for the ringing of the bells at the start of services
and for special performances scheduled throughout the year.
Nursery
Manage the scheduling of volunteer caregivers for the Sunday nursery and schedule caregivers for
children during other worship services as requested.
Music Director
Oversee the performance of the Music Director to ensure that all the music requirements of the
worship services and related programs of the church are met.
Pulpit Supply
Coordinate with the Pastor and the Session, as appropriate, for the scheduling of guest ministers
during any periods of absence of Trinity’s Pastor that occur during times of worship services.
Sanctuary Preparation
Ensure that the Sanctuary is properly prepared for all regular and special worship services. Maintain
the paraments and change them according to the seasons. Coordinate obtaining the flowers and
placing them in their appropriate places. Print contribution envelopes and attendance registers and
place them in the pews. Coordinate the cleaning of the Sanctuary, Choir Loft and the Narthex with
the Church Sexton. Arrange volunteer work parties for the placing and removal of special
decorations and/or flowers at Christmas and Easter. Coordinate with the Building and Grounds
Committee and/or the Church Sexton for any necessary maintenance or repairs in the Sanctuary,
Choir Loft or Narthex.
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Special Services
Coordinate with the Pastor, Choir Director or other committees, as necessary, for preparations
needed for all special services (examples listed below) throughout the year. Refer also to the
Policies and Procedures section of this manual.
Ash Wednesday
Palm Sunday
Maundy Thursday
Good Friday
Easter Sunday
Christmas Eve
Youth Sunday
Wedding Services
Assist in preparing the church for services if requested by the wedding party. Ensure that
volunteers, if needed, are scheduled and informed of their required duties, Coordinate music with
the Chancel Choir and the Music Director if requested. Coordinate with the Pastor for any special
needs for the services.
Worship Hosts
Schedule the necessary number of worship hosts and ensure that they are present for service. If
anyone is missing, recruit volunteers to help out. Instruct the hosts on any special instructions for
the day.

Procedures
General Procedures
The Worship and Music Committee will meet monthly, or as necessary, to handle the
responsibilities listed above. The chairperson will present minutes to Session and will report on
activities. Recommendations for items needing approval will be drafted for presentation to Session.
Special Procedures
Refer to the Policies and Procedures section of this manual for all other Worship and Music
procedures.
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NOMINATING COMMITTEE
The Book of Order states in part:
G-2.0401 Election of Ruling Elders and Deacons
Ruling elders and deacons are men and women elected by the congregation from among its
members. The nomination and election of ruling elders and deacons shall express the rich
diversity of the congregation’s membership and shall guarantee participation and inclusiveness
(F-1.0403). Ruling elders and deacons shall be nominated by a committee elected by the
congregation, drawn from and representative of its membership. Congregations may provide by
their own rule for a congregational nominating committee, provided that the committee shall
consist of at least three active members of the congregation, and shall include at least one
ruling elder who is currently serving on the session. The pastor shall serve ex officio and
without vote. When elections are held, full opportunity shall always be given to the
congregation for nomination from the floor of the congregational meeting by any active
member of the congregation. A majority of all the active members present and voting shall be
required to elect.

Goal
The Nominating Committee will strive to ensure the long-term health and vitality of Trinity
Presbyterian Church by nominating a slate of knowledgeable members with diverse skills who are
called by the Holy Spirit and are willing and able to serve within the church as Ruling Elders and
Deacons.
Membership
Members of any Nominating Committee shall be chosen according to the Book of Order, G-2.0401
and G-2.0802 and shall include two currently serving ruling elders, one currently serving deacon
and four active members `` of the congregation. The four congregation members are chosen as
follows: one by the Presbyterian Women, one by the Presbyterian Men and two plus an alternate by
the congregation. A ruling elder shall serve as chairman of the committee. New members will be
chosen annually.
Responsibilities
The Nominating Committee will carefully identify the needs of the church in order to select
appropriate nominees. They will engage the congregation in the process. They will work to
maintain an open dialogue with all nominees in order to ensure transparency in the process. And
they will prayerfully seek the guidance of the Holy Spirit in all their decisions.
Procedures
The committee will interview members of the congregation and compile a list of candidates who
have expressed their desire to participate in the governance of the church. They will prepare the
slate of candidates and notify the session that a congregational meeting needs to be called. The
committee will then present the slate of candidates to the congregation for consideration at a called
congregational meeting.
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OTHER ORGANIZATIONS OF THE CHURCH
DEACONS
The Book of Order states in part:
G-2.02 DEACONS: THE MINISTRY OF COMPASSION AND SERVICE
G-2.0201 Deacon Defined
The ministry of deacon as set forth in Scripture is one of compassion, witness, and service,
sharing in the redeeming love of Jesus Christ for the poor, the hungry, the sick, the lost, the
friendless, the oppressed, those burdened by unjust policies or structures, or anyone in distress.
Persons of spiritual character, honest repute, exemplary lives, brotherly and sisterly love,
sincere compassion, and sound judgment should be chosen for this ministry.

Membership
The Board of Deacons is chaired by a member chosen by their fellow Deacons. Membership is open
to any members of the congregation who meet the qualifications identified in the Book of Order and
are elected to the office by the congregation.
Role
The Board of Deacon’s role is to support the ministry of compassion, witness and service, as
defined in the Book of Order, on behalf of Trinity through various means determined by the Pastor,
the session and the Deacons.
Responsibilities
The Board of Deacons is responsible for the items listed below. The Board of Deacons will also
handle other related projects as the need arises.
Cards
Send appropriate cards and notes to members who are homebound, sick, recovering from recent
surgery, have suffered the loss of a loved one or are in need of friendly communication or an
expression of caring from Trinity. Celebrate with birthday cards for all those who have reached
ninety years or more.
Congregational Needs
Maintain an inventory of durable medical equipment for loan to members or family. Items such as
wheel chairs, walkers, canes and/or shower chairs may be signed out and used as long as necessary.
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Budget
Review and prepare the annual Board of Deacons budget with the assistance of the Finance
Committee. Review and approve Expense Reimbursement Request forms for appropriate budget line
items. Monitor spending as necessary to maintain expenses within budgeted guidelines.
Communications
Assist the church administrative assistant in the preparation of the church bulletins by providing
information regarding activities, special events or needs of the committee. Supply articles or
announcements for the monthly church newsletter.
Home Communion
Assist the Pastor with the sharing of communion for those who are homebound, hospitalized or ill
during the holidays or as requested.
Home, Hospital or Nursing Home Visits/
Provide food and/or meals, deliver worship flowers and offer comfort, fellowship and cheer with
those in need or unable to participate in the life of the church. Take members to lunch for some
social time and diversity to their day.
In Case of Emergency (ICE) Files
Maintain and update the ICE files with contact information for members of the church to assist in
the case of emergencies such as hurricanes, medical problems or out of town travel problems.
Ensure the privacy of the information held by an appointed deacon and the Pastor; and that the
church office maintains the copies in a secure location.
Meals
Provide meals and other food to members after surgery, illness or other loss as requested by the
Pastor or other members of the congregation.
Phone Calls
Call members to show love and concern for those who are homebound, recovering from illness or
surgery or suffering from the loss of a loved one.
Pictorial Directory
Coordinate the compilation of a pictorial directory with names, addresses and phone numbers to
enable the congregation to know one another and share fellowship.
Prayer Chain
Maintain a prayer chain among interested members and encourage the congregation to join and pray
for those in need. Obtain names from the Pastor, the church office or other members of the
congregation and provide prayer through a morning prayer chain and an evening prayer chain.
Transportation Needs of Members
Solicit and maintain a group of volunteers who are willing to provide transportation for members to
church, medical visits, to and from the airport and other necessary excursions for those unable to
drive. Reimburse volunteers for longer trips as necessary by utilizing the deacon’s budget.
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Procedures
The Deacons will meet monthly, or as necessary, to handle the responsibilities listed above. The
chairperson will present minutes to Session and will report on activities. Recommendations for
items needing approval will be drafted for presentation to Session.
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PRESBYTERIAN MEN
Mission
The mission of Trinity Presbyterian Men is to encourage
men in the church through their commitment to Christ to
fulfill the ministry to which men are called in their families,
in their daily work and in their ministry to other people in the
community and the world.
Membership
All men of Trinity Presbyterian Church are members of Presbyterian Men. The officers elected by
the members of Presbyterian Men are President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer. The term
of each office shall be one year and begin January 1st of each year.
Role
The role of Presbyterian Men is to build and strengthen all relationships through love, discipline,
protection and the fostering of Christian values in serving Christ in the congregation and in our
communities.
Responsibilities
The specific responsibilities of Presbyterian Men in the church and in accordance with the above
described general role category is determined by the particular need, amount of time, resources,
availability of finances and/or the level of commitment available from each committed individual
and the Presbyterian Men as a whole.
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PRESBYTERIAN WOMEN
Purpose
Forgiven and freed by God in Jesus Christ, and empowered by the Holy Spirit, we commit
ourselves
 to nurture our faith through prayer and Bible study,
 to support the mission of the church worldwide,
 to work for justice and peace,
 and to build an inclusive, caring community of women that strengthens the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) and witnesses to the promise of God’s kingdom.
Membership
The Presbyterian Women and its activities are open to any women in the church.
Role
The organization of Presbyterian Women will build an inclusive, caring community that strengthens
Trinity Presbyterian and cares for the Membership of Trinity Presbyterian through activities of the
Presbyterian Women Coordinating Council, through the circles, and through its missions and
through the women’s membership at large. Circles will meet to nurture our faith through prayer and
Bible Study
Responsibilities
The Trinity Presbyterian Women (TPW) has a variety of responsibilities within the life of the
church. Trinity Presbyterian Women’s Coordinating Council will maintain an overview of
activities and will also maintain a budget for those activities. They will provide food and service at
church receptions and special events as requested by the Session or requested by a specific
committee. They will help with other church events whenever possible.
The Coordinating Council will consist of the following members, nominated by the members of
TPW.
Moderator - will preside at monthly scheduled meetings of the Coordinating Council, organize
family memorial receptions, appoint committee chairs, and coordinate other activities of Trinity
Presbyterian Women with the help of volunteers.
Vice Moderator - will preside at meetings in the absence of the moderator and will organize and
host luncheons with the help of volunteers.
Secretary - will maintain meeting minutes and maintain correspondence when needed.
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Treasurer - will maintain monies raised through TPW activities, will write checks as instructed by
the council and report monthly financial status to the council. They will also provide necessary
information to the Financial Review team for annual reviews.
Missions Chair - will coordinate and report activities for involvement in the church and community
for TPW to attend and or serve.
Historian - will maintain a scrapbook of TPW’s activities and will report membership, activities and
deaths to the Presbytery each year.
Session Representative - will be a member of the Session and the Coordinating Council. They will
report to Session on any activities and will seek Session approval for activities, dates, and building
use as necessary.
Chaplain - will present a devotion at each Coordinating Council meeting.
Communications Appointee - will write and submit articles or event announcements, as requested
by council, for the church newsletter, Sunday bulletin inserts or the church website as necessary.
Circle Leaders - will lead the monthly meetings in fellowship, Bible study and participation in
community and church-wide projects.
Yard Sale Chair(s) - will coordinate collection, pricing and storage of donated yard sale items from
January through September each year. They will also coordinate workers during pricing, set-up and
clean-up on the day(s) of the sale.
Mission Sewing Chair - will coordinate sewing circle and distribution of items made by the sewing
group. They will also coordinate a Sunday celebration and display of the items with the Pastor.
Activities
The Circles meet monthly for Bible study, fellowship, and church or community projects. There are
currently three Circles within Trinity. They meet each month at a designated date and time.
The Margaret L. Circle
The Mary Martha Circle
The Ruth Circle
Annual fund raising activities will include a fall yard sale, a soup and pie supper, and other events
as determined by the Coordinating Council. Fund raising activities will be submitted to Session for
approval.
TPW are encouraged to attend New Harmony Presbytery events annually.
The Coordinating Council will elect a nominee for the Life Member Award each year.
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TPW will support the missions listed in the Mission Committee section of this manual as well as the
following:
Church Women United
Least Coin
Columbia Theological Seminary.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE CHURCH
Trinity supports several community groups

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Alcoholics Anonymous® is a fellowship of men and women who share their experience, strength
and hope with each other that they may solve their common problem and help others to recover
from alcoholism. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. There are no
dues or fees for AA membership; they are self-supporting through their own contributions. AA is
not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish to engage
in any controversy, neither endorses nor opposes any causes. Their primary purpose is to stay sober
and help other alcoholics to achieve sobriety.
Role of the Church
Trinity provides an area of the church with a separate entrance to enable the AA groups to meet in
private fellowship. This space is made available through donations given by the various groups. The
Administration Committee is responsible for oversight of this group’s use of the premises. Issues
will be brought to Session as necessary.
Responsibilities
The groups maintain the space provided by the church. Some maintenance costs may be shared by
the AA groups and the church as determined appropriate by the session. Each group is responsible
for completing a Building Use Request form in order to ensure their understanding of the rules and
regulations for use of space within the church. These forms are maintained in the church office.

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
Overeaters Anonymous offers a program of recovery from compulsive eating using the Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions of OA. Worldwide meetings and other tools provide a fellowship of
experience, strength and hope where members respect one another’s anonymity. OA charges no
dues or fees; it is self-supporting through member contributions.
OA is not just about weight loss, weight gain or maintenance, or obesity or diets. It addresses
physical, emotional and spiritual well-being. It is not a religious organization and does not promote
any particular diet.
OA members differ in many ways, but they are united by their common disease and the solution
they have found in the OA program. They practice unity with diversity, and welcome everyone who
wants to stop eating compulsively.
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Role of the Church
Trinity provides an area of the church with a separate entrance to enable the OA groups to meet in
private fellowship. This space is made available through donations given by the various groups. The
Administration Committee is responsible for oversight of this group’s use of the premises. Issues
will be brought to Session as necessary.
Responsibilities
The groups maintain the space provided by the church. Some maintenance costs may be shared by
the OA groups and the church as determined appropriate by the session. Each group is responsible
for completing a Building Use Request form in order to ensure their understanding of the rules and
regulations for use of space within the church. These forms are maintained in the church office.

AL-ANON
Al-Anon Family Groups is an international "fellowship of relatives and friends of alcoholics who
share their experience, strength, and hope in order to solve their common problems. The group's
purpose is to "help families of alcoholics by practicing the Twelve Steps, by welcoming and giving
comfort to families of alcoholics, and by giving understanding and encouragement to the alcoholic
Role of the Church
Trinity provides an area of the church with a separate entrance to enable the Al-Anon groups to
meet in private fellowship. This space is made available through donations given by the various
groups. The Administration Committee is responsible for oversight of this group’s use of the
premises. Issues will be brought to Session as necessary.
Responsibilities
The groups maintain the space provided by the church. Some maintenance costs may be shared by
the AA groups and the church as determined appropriate by the session. Each group is responsible
for completing a Building Use Request form in order to ensure their understanding of the rules and
regulations for use of space within the church. These forms are maintained in the church office.

ADDITIONAL GROUP SUPPORT
The church provides space within the building for additional activities such as community singing
groups (e.g. barbershop, women’s chorus). In addition the adjacent smaller classroom building and
a section of the main building are leased to a commercial daycare facility at the present time. Refer
to the Building Use Policies for more information about community use of the building.
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ADDITIONAL CHURCH ACTIVITIES
COFFEE HOUR
Coffee, juice and snacks are provided each Sunday following the second service or the summer
service in order to promote fellowship among the members of the congregation. The coffee hour is
hosted by the Session and the Deacons through a signup list prepared annually. The area outside the
church office and the lobby are used for this activity.

MISSION SEWING
The women of the church participate in the creation of quilts, lap blankets and other crafts at regular
meetings held in the “sewing room” at the church. The items created are donated to various
organizations in the area. The supplies are donated by the congregation. All women are welcome
and non-sewers will be taught the basic stitches necessary to assist in the creation of the various
crafts. An annual blessing and display of the items is held during a designated Sunday service.

THE MUSTARD SEED
The Mustard Seed is the monthly newsletter of the church. It is the responsibility of the
Administration Committee. This is created through the work of a group of volunteer editors and
reporters and assembled and mailed by another group of dedicated volunteers. It contains the
monthly calendar, information on the special mission, a pastor’s column, birthdays, anniversaries,
lectionary text and sermon titles and other announcements and news as appropriate. Each month the
special mission envelope is attached before it is mailed. The Mustard Seed is also attached to the
church website in Adobe Acrobat format (pdf). The deadline for articles is the 20th of each month
for publication in the following month. Information for publication may be placed in the Mustard
Seed mailbox in the church office or they may be emailed to:
MustardSeed@TrinityPresbyChurch.com.
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MONTHLY MISSIONS
Trinity Presbyterian Church supports many charitable missions through the cooperative efforts of
the Session, the Mission Committee, the Pastor and members of the congregation. Each month an
organization is highlighted in the Sunday bulletins. The monthly newsletter, The Mustard Seed,
contains an explanatory article and a contribution envelope. Listed below are the majority of those
missions with some excerpts from the organization’s websites where available.

Trinity Good Samaritan Fund
Trinity’s Good Samaritan Fund is a local mission that is comprised
of funds that are used at the discretion of the Pastor to aid those in
need as deemed appropriate. This mission is generally funded
through collections on Christmas Eve and on Communion Sundays
in March, June and September. A collection basket is placed in the Narthex for contributions.

Habitat for Humanity of Horry County
Shelter from wind, rain and cold is a basic human need:
Habitat for Humanity International is a nonprofit, ecumenical Christian organization. They are
dedicated to eliminating substandard housing and homelessness worldwide and to making adequate,
affordable shelter a matter of conscience and action. Their ministry was founded on the conviction
that every man, woman and child should have a simple, decent place to live in dignity and safety.
All are welcome:
Habitat has an open-door policy: All who desire to be a part of this work are welcome, regardless of
religious preference or background. They have a policy of building with people in need regardless
of race or religion. They welcome volunteers and supporters from all backgrounds. They are driven
by the desire to give tangible expression to the love of God through the work of eliminating poverty
housing.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes Habitat for Humanity as one of the missions of the church. Members of the
congregation participate in building projects whenever possible.

Heifer International
Heifer International is a global nonprofit with the goal of ending
poverty and hunger in a sustainable fashion. Established in 1944,
Heifer International gives out gifts of livestock, seeds and trees and
extensive training to those in need. Based in Little Rock, Arkansas,
Heifer International has helped more than 15.5 million families (79 million people) in more than
125 countries. Heifer International works to ensure that the gift of each animal will eventually help
an entire community to become self-sustaining. Animals such as goats, water buffalo and camels
are "seven M" animals: they provide meat, milk, muscle, manure, money, materials and motivation.
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Once its immediate needs have been met, a family is free to sell any excess at market. Participating
families are required to "Pass on the Gift", that is: they must give at least one of the female
offspring to a neighbor who has undergone Heifer's training. In time, that neighbor will pass along
one of the offspring of its animal, and so on.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes Heifer International as one of the missions of the church. Funds are collected as a
means of giving an alternative gift at Christmas.

Help 4 Kids and Back Pack Buddies
Help 4 Kids has been helping children since 1989. They are
dedicated to helping every child feel good by providing basic
necessities and more. Many children have their only basic food
needs met with school lunches. Help 4 Kids pack and deliver over 1,900 snack pack bags for
children at risk to take home on Fridays to tide them over until they return to school on Monday
mornings
Role of the Church
Trinity includes Help 4 Kids as one of the missions of the church. Funds are traditionally collected
in August. During times of limited funding for the Help 4 Kids organization, the church has
provided lunches and snacks for the Backpack Buddies portion of their summer programs. The
women of the church meet on Thursday mornings to prepare lunches.

One Great Hour of Sharing
Since 1949, Presbyterians have joined with millions of other Christians through
One Great Hour of Sharing to share God’s love with people experiencing need.
Our gifts support ministries of disaster response, refugee assistance and resettlement, and
community development that help people find safe refuge, start new lives and work together to
strengthen their families and communities. The Presbyterian Hunger Program receives 36 percent of
undesignated One Great Hour of Sharing gifts, while the Self-Development of People and
Presbyterian Disaster Assistance each receive 32 percent.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes One Great Hour of Sharing as one of the missions of the church. Funds are
traditionally collected in March.
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Presbyterian Communities
Presbyterian Communities of South Carolina promotes independence, active
living and good health. Residents live in a quality continuing care community
with a family atmosphere. The communities offer a wide range of services.
Independent living is provided in cottages and apartments. Assisted/residential
living with support is also available.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes the Presbyterian Communities as one of the missions of the church. The funds are
collected as the Mother’s Day Offering.

Pentecost Offering
The Pentecost Offering enables the PC(USA) to encourage, develop and support
its young people, as well as provide assistance to at-risk children. In addition, 40%
of this offering is kept by our congregation for use in our own communities. The General Assembly
Child Advocacy ministries receive 10%, while 25% supports General Assembly ministries with
youth and young adults and 25% supports Young Adult Volunteer opportunities.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes the Pentecost Offering as one of the monthly missions of the church. Funds are
traditionally collected in June and have been used to support Help 4 Kids.

Christmas Joy Offering
The Christmas Joy Offering is one of the four special offerings designated by the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). A gift to this offering
supports the unmet needs of families who have responded to God's call by giving
their lives to the mission of the Presbyterian Church U.S.A.(ministers, missionaries, church workers
and their families) by supplementing inadequate retirement income. Also, the offering supports
racial ethnic education. Fifty percent (50%) of the gift goes to the Board of Pensions of the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) for assistance programs for current and retired workers of the church.
The other 50% of the gift is distributed to 8 racially ethnic schools and colleges of the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) through the National Ministries Division to assist deserving students.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes the Christmas Joy Offering as one of the monthly missions of the church. Funds are
collected in December.
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Peacemaking Offering
The Presbyterian Peacemaking Program was started in 1980.
Contributions to the program help to carry out local projects and
world projects such as helping the poor in urban areas, fighting the
HIV-AIDS pandemic in Africa, and promoting understanding and
cooperation among the world's religious groups and peoples. Our congregation will retain 25% of
the Peacemaking Offering for work in our community.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes the Peacemaking Offering as one of the monthly missions of the church. Funds are
traditionally collected in October. Our portion has been used to support Habitat for Humanity.

Church World Service
Church World Service works with partners to eradicate hunger and poverty
and to promote peace and justice around the world. Together they reach out
to neighbors in need near and far--not with a hand out, but a hand up.
Around the world, Church World Service supports sustainable grassroots development, disaster
relief, and refugee assistance. In the U.S., they help communities respond to disasters, resettle
refugees, promote fair national and international policies, and provide educational resources.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes Church World Service as one of the missions of the church. Funds are collected as
a means of giving an alternative gift at Christmas.

South Strand Helping Hand and The Angel Tree
South Strand Helping Hand is a crisis organization incorporated in 1986. It
was founded, supported, staffed and directed by 20 churches of the South
Strand and remains so today. It was established for the purpose of aiding
those in need in our community in keeping with Christ's command to love
one another. The organization has as its mission to help the needy, both
residents and itinerants, by direct aid or referral to existing social and
charitable agencies. It also acts as a referral center to appropriate agencies
for spiritual, material or counseling needs and services.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes South Strand Helping Hand as one of the monthly missions of the church. Funds
are traditionally collected in July. The Angel Tree collection of Christmas gifts for children is
supported by the church. A tree containing names and gift suggestion information is placed in
theNarthex each year. Church members then select names and donate the gifts. The wrapped gifts
are collected and distributed by South Strand Helping Hand.
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Thornwell Home for Children
Founded as a Presbyterian ministry in 1875, Thornwell
Home for Children is a joyful Christian community,
offering hope and wholeness to children and families.
Its goals are to provide loving homes for abused, abandoned and neglected children, to offer an
opportunity for healing by providing proper healthcare and mental health counseling for every
Thornwell child, and to offer Thornwell’s children hope for a successful future by providing
educational support and teaching self-advocacy.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes the Thornwell Home for Children as one of the monthly missions of the church.
Funds are traditionally collected in November.

Mobile Meals of the South Strand
This charitable organization provides home delivered meals five days a week
to residents in the South Strand area. Referrals are made for inclusion in the
program by social services, churches, doctors or nurses at hospitals.
Role of the Church
Trinity includes Mobile Meals as one of the monthly missions of the church. Funds are traditionally
collected in September. In addition to the monthly mission collection, Trinity has a group of
volunteers who regularly participate in delivering meals to the community with one week
assignments approximately every six weeks.
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SUNDAY MORNING CLASSES
Trinity Presbyterian Church has many educational classes that are designed to encourage growth in
faith through fellowship, study and sharing at various times on Sunday mornings.
The following class meets at 9:30 AM when the regular two services Sunday schedule is in effect. If
a summer schedule is used, this class will meet at 8:30AM instead.
The Bride’s Room Class meets weekly throughout the year for study and discussion. This
class follows the Common Lectionary used in worship.
The following classes meets at 9:30AM September through May.
The Conference Room class meets weekly and uses the Present Word curriculum, a topical
curriculum based on the Uniform Lesson Series.
The Youth Class meets weekly and uses a curriculum that follows the Common Lectionary.

The Junior Church meets year-round during the second worship service or during the summer
worship service. The children leave worship following the Children’s Time with the Pastor. Two
classes are held (Elementary Kids Class and Pre K & K Class) and they use a curriculum that
follows the Common Lectionary.

YOUTH GROUPS
Trinity’s youth groups gather for study, fellowship, mission and fun in order to enrich and enhance
the faith of our youth. Trinity Prez Youth (grades 1-5) and Trinity Youth Connection (grades 6-12)
meet on Sunday afternoons during the school year and at other special times.
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TRINITY Y2K DAYCARE

Trinity Presbyterian has a separately run daycare, after school and summer camp program known as
Trinity Y2K. It is administered by a board of directors comprised of church members, Y2K staff
and parent volunteers. This is a registered child care program run under the auspices of the South
Carolina Department of Social Services, Division of Child Care Services (DSS).
The program provides quality childcare for children and infants from ages six (6) weeks through
three (3) years old. And there is an after school program for grades kindergarten through eighth
grade. The regular program year coincides with the Horry County school year. The summer camp
program begins when school is out. The after school program is closed during the school year to
coincide with school holidays.
All rules, regulations and procedures for the operation of this facility are maintained by the director
of the program in accordance with DSS guidelines. Where there is overlap regarding the use or
operations of the church premises some information may also be contained within this manual.
For additional information on this program, contact the program Director or the Y2K Board
chairperson.
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CIVIL AUTHORITY OF THE CHURCH

CIVIL AUTHORITY
BOOK OF ORDER
CHAPTER FOUR - THE CHURCH AND CIVIL AUTHORITY
G-4.01 INCORPORATION AND TRUSTEES
G-4.0101 Incorporation and Power
[states in part]
Where permitted by civil law, each congregation shall cause a corporation to be
formed and maintained.

Bylaws of the Corporation
The original Bylaws of Trinity Presbyterian Church of Surfside Beach, Inc. were approved by the
congregation on October 22, 2000. They were revised to comply with the new Form of Government
that was adopted by the Presbyterian Church (USA) in July of 2011 and were approved by the
congregation on November 6, 2011. A copy of the current Bylaws follows in this section.

Corporate Officers
The board of trustees of the corporation shall consist of the duly elected members of the Session. As
soon as practical after the election of the Session, the officers of the corporation shall be elected
each year by the board of trustees. The President of the Corporation shall be the current chairperson
of the Administration Committee. The Secretary of the corporation shall be the current Clerk of
Session. The Treasurer of the corporation shall be the current Treasurer of the church.
The powers and duties of the corporate officers of Trinity Presbyterian Church of Surfside Beach,
Inc. are defined in the Bylaws of the church.

Registered Agent
The registered agent of the corporation known as Trinity Presbyterian Church of Surfside Beach,
Inc. has been filed with the South Carolina Secretary of State according to the laws of the state.
Changes to the registered agent will be done at the request of the Board of Trustees and coordinated
with the Session and the Administration Committee.
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Certificate of Incorporation
Trinity Presbyterian Church of Surfside Beach, Inc. was incorporated under the laws of the state of
South Carolina on August 27, 1985. The records of the Secretary of State of South Carolina are
shown below. A copy of the Certificate of Incorporation follows in this section.
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Corporate Seal
The corporate seal, as shown below, is defined in the Bylaws of the church. The seal is used to
signify that the church corporation has authorized the signing of a legal document such as a deed for
property or a mortgage loan. The seal is kept in the church safe and is used by the Board of
Trustees.
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CORPORATE BYLAWS
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POLCIES AND PROCEDURES
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
NO ONE SHOULD FEEL AN OBLIGATION TO TRAVEL
TO THE CHURCH UNDER CONDITIONS THAT WOULD
MAKE THEM FEEL UNSAFE OR UNCOMFORTABLE.

ADVERSE WEATHER PROCEDURES
Cancellation of Worship Services
During times of bad weather (hurricane, severe thunderstorm/wind or other potentially dangerous
weather), the Pastor will consult with the following persons to determine if the worship services
should be cancelled:
Building and Grounds Chairperson (or their alternate designee if the Chair is not available)
Worship and Music Chairperson (or their alternate designee if the Chair is not available)
If the Pastor is not available the two parties above may consult with at least two other members of
the session to arrive at a consensus opinion. A unanimous decision should be made based on the
condition of sidewalks, roadways, traffic and the potential for the severity of the weather to increase
during worship times. If it is determined that the weather conditions are hazardous, a decision will
be made to cancel the service by 7:00AM, or earlier, the day of the service. The decision may be
made the evening preceding services if an obvious adverse weather situation is present or expected.
An announcement will be placed on local television and radio to inform people of the cancellation.
A phone message tree will be in place and calls will begin at a reasonable hour to alert the members
of the cancellation. Refer to the “Service Cancellation Calling Tree” that follows for call
instructions. The Pastor or designated person will send an email to everyone with email service
announcing the cancellation.
Members of the Building and Grounds Committee and/or the staff who are designated to secure the
buildings during periods of severe weather will be contacted in order that they may implement the
appropriate procedures for preparing and securing the premises against impending weather
conditions, if it is safe to do so.
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Closing of the Church Buildings Prior to Operational Hours
During times of bad weather (hurricane, severe thunderstorm/wind or other potentially dangerous
weather), the Pastor will consult with the following persons to determine if the church buildings
should not be occupied for business:
Daycare Director for Y2K (or their alternate designee if the Director is not available)
Daycare Director for The Learning Tree (or their alternate designee if the Director is not available}
Building and Grounds Chairperson (or their alternate designee if the Chair is not available)
If the Pastor is not available, the parties above may, at their discretion, consult with at least two
members of the session to arrive at a unanimous decision. The decision should be made based on
the condition of sidewalks, roadways, traffic and the potential for the severity of the weather to
increase during business hours. If it is determined that the weather conditions are hazardous, a
decision will be made to not open the church buildings by 6:30AM in the morning and all affected
staff will be called to advise them of the decision.
Members of the Building and Grounds Committee and/or the staff who are designated to secure the
buildings during periods of severe weather will be contacted in order that they may implement the
appropriate procedures for preparing and securing the premises against impending weather
conditions, if it is safe to do so.

Closing of the Church Buildings During Operational Hours
During times of bad weather (hurricane, severe thunderstorm/wind or other potentially dangerous
weather), the Pastor will consult with the following persons to determine if the church buildings
should be evacuated and closed:
Daycare Director for Y2K (or their alternate designee if the Director is not available)
Daycare Director for The Learning Tree (or their alternate designee if the Director is not available}
If the Pastor is not available, the two parties above may, at their discretion, consult with at least two
members of the session and any staff present to arrive at a consensus opinion. A unanimous
decision should be made based on the condition of sidewalks, roadways, traffic and the potential for
the severity of the weather to increase during the remaining business hours. If it is determined that
the weather conditions are hazardous, a decision will be made to close the building and evacuation
procedures will be implemented.
Members of the Building and Grounds Committee and/or the staff who are designated to secure the
buildings during periods of severe weather will be contacted in order that they may implement the
appropriate procedures for preparing and securing the premises against adverse weather conditions,
if it is safe to do so.
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN
The Building and Grounds Committee is responsible for securing the premises in the event of a
pending hurricane. They will establish an Emergency Plan Team that is responsible for performing
the following tasks, whenever safely possible, prior to a storm. The team will be chaired by a team
coordinator and comprised of the following:
Building and Grounds Committee Volunteers
Church Sexton
Pastor
Presbyterian Men’s and Women’s Group Volunteers
If the team members are not all available then calls shall be made to other members of the
Presbyterian Men’s group or the congregation to find volunteers to assist. The more team members
available, the quicker the jobs can be performed and everyone can return to safety. An important
step will be to notify the director of The Learning Tree in order to coordinate emergency
procedures.
Emergency Preparations
Building Closing Procedures
1. Shut off the pilot lights in kitchen [if they were on]
2. Close valve on outside propane tank
3. Shut off water main(s)
4. Unplug all electronics
Pastors Office
Computer, printer
Daycare Directors Office
Computer, printer, microwave, copier
Church Office
Computers (2), printers (2), copier, duplicator, fax machine, coffeemaker,
refrigerator (empty any contents that may spoil)
Finance Office
Computer, printer – move these items away from the window to the wood
cabinet area by the door
Sanctuary
Sound System and Organ [cover the piano and organ]
AA Rooms
Coffeemakers
5. Move objects away from the windows and place them near the interior of the room
6. Bring all small items from the playground or other exterior areas to the interior of the
building
7. Remove letters from the outdoor sign
8. Post a notice on the AA rooms door that the premises is closed and no one is to enter the
building without permission from the Pastor (include appropriate contact phone numbers)
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9. Remove all umbrellas from the courtyard tables and turn the tables upside down to reduce
the likelihood they will move
10. Follow all other normal building closing procedures
Reopening the Church
After the storm has passed and safe travel is allowed, the team coordinator will contact the team and
make arrangements for them to return to the church, reverse the process and return the church to a
working condition. They will assess any damage and will notify the Administration Committee of
damages so that the insurance agent/company can be notified and an appropriate claim can be
submitted. They will make arrangements for cleanup through volunteer work parties and/or through
contractor bids as necessary to secure the premises. Once the insurance company claim process has
begun, the Building and Grounds Committee will work with the Administration Committee to
determine when repairs can begin.
1. If the electric power has gone off, notify Santee Cooper
2. If electric is on, ensure that all systems are operating properly
a. Check that all breakers in rooms 505, 506 and corridor 104 are in their proper positions
(on or off)
b. Check and/or reset all the alarm systems
c. Check the phone system and reset if necessary
d. Reverse the procedures listed in the Building Closing section as respects unplugging all
electronics, and check that all items are working
3. Place any items that were moved back into their proper locations and reset the sanctuary for
services
4. Remove the “closed” sign from the AA room door
5. Reopen the water mains and check that the water supply is functioning and check for any
leaks, run faucets and flush toilets to ensure that clean water is in the pipes
6. Reopen the valve on the propane tank and check that this is functioning properly
In the event the building has suffered damages that will prevent services from being held, daycare
from being provided or any other regular community services being offered, the emergency plan
team will notify the Pastor and the session in order that an emergency session meeting can be called
to assess the situation and determine the next steps.
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FIRE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Fire Drills and Evacuation Procedures
The daycare operation has fire drills as a part of the requirements of the South Carolina Department
of Social Services, Division of Child Care Services (DSS). There are evacuation maps posted in
various areas of the church – refer to complete map that follows.
Mock Fire Drills
No one will actually leave the building during a mock fire drill
The session will conduct a mock fire drill, at least annually, during church services so that members
of the congregation can be made familiar with what to do in the event of a fire emergency. It will be
coordinated with the Pastor, the Administration Committee and the Worship and Music Committee
so that it ocurrs on a Sunday that does not have any other special events happening. The bulletin for
that Sunday will contain fire evacuation procedures.
Someone will be designated to loudly ring a handbell to replicate the fire alarm at the agreed
moment near the beginning of services. The Pastor will announce a fire emergency and mock fire
drill and request that everyone please notice which exit is closest to them. Volunteer fire wardens
(Session members) will then go to their appropriate exit to remind everyone of the number of ways
available to exit the sanctuary. All able bodied congregation members and guests will be reminded
to aid any person around them that may need assistance in leaving the building.
Everyone will also be reminded that in the event of a real emergency they should go to their cars or
to the north east corner of the parking lot – the area near the adjacent office building and closest to
the road. This is the farthest and safest area to gather until it is safe to leave the premises. Any
children in children’s church will be escorted to the lobby to join their families. Families with
children should then go to their cars and remain in the vehicle with their children until it is safe to
exit the parking lot. This will prevent the children from being in the path of any vehicles or fire
equipment. Elderly members and guests will also be directed to go to their cars and remain in them
until directed to exit the parking lot.

IN THE EVENT OF A REAL FIRE EMERGENCY
Under no circumstances should anyone attempt to exit the parking lot until the
Horry County Fire Department has arrived and has determined that the vehicles
may leave. Attempts to leave the parking lot will cause congestion at the entrance
and in the parking lanes and may prevent the fire department from safely and
quickly entering the premises with their equipment.
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PASTORAL CARE EMERGENCIES – IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PASTOR
There may be times when a pastoral care emergency arises and the Pastor is not available to provide
care to those in need. In order to meet those needs during these times, the following procedures
have been established to assist the staff, church members or a staff or member’s loved ones. All
possible means will be made to notify the Pastor of the situation so that they may attend to it upon
their availability or, at the least, connect with those in need if they are out of town.
Death
In the event that the church office is contacted by a member or member’s relative advising of a
death, the church office will contact the Clerk of Session and the designated pastoral representative.
The Clerk of Session in cooperation with the pastoral representative and the church office may
schedule the memorial service at a time when it is known that the Pastor will be available. If the
Pastor will not be available when needed then the service may be scheduled with the designated
pastoral representative. The clerk of session and the pastoral representative will coordinate the
service preparation with the Worship & Music Committee, the Music Director and Deacons.
If the designated pastoral representative is not available, the church will contact another person
from the list that follows.
Hospitalization, Accident or Illness
In the event that the church office is contacted by a member or member’s friend or relative advising
of an accident, illness or hospitalization of someone needing immediate pastoral care, the church
office will contact the Clerk of Session and the designated pastoral representative. If the designated
pastoral representative is not available, the church will contact another person from the list that
follows.
The clerk of session will contact the deacons. If the clerk is not available the church office will
contact a deacon representative.
Personal Crisis
In the event that the church office is contacted by a member, a member’s relative or regular attendee
with a request for pastoral care regarding a personal crisis, the office will obtain contact information
from the caller, advise them they will attempt to contact the Pastor and will immediately return their
call with further information. The office will first attempt to contact the Pastor to advise them of the
situation. If the Pastor cannot be reached, the church office will contact the designated pastoral
representative. If the designated pastoral representative is not available, the church will contact
another person from the list that follows. The office will then contact the caller and advise them of
the name and number of the person who will be in touch with them and also provide information on
how to contact Coastal Samaritan Counseling Center.
The clerk of session and the deacons are not contacted in this situation since the person needing care
may consider the information confidential. The office should ask the pastoral care representative to
advise them if the clerk or deacons should be contacted after the representative has spoken with the
person. At that time it may be better determined if the clerk or the deacons can assist the caller
based on the nature of the personal crisis.
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PASTORAL CARE ALTERNATES

Primary Contact
Chaplain Michael Romano

Retired

843-238-5762

Retired

843-347-0433

Alternate Contacts
Rev. Bo C. Yates III

Rev. William Cameron
Retired
May be available from the end of November to the end of May

518-459-7264

Rev. Steve Wilkins

Georgetown Presbyterian

843-546-5826

Rev. Tom Thornton

Murrells Inlet Presbyterian

843-651-3751

Gary Lowe

Chaplain

843-903-5455

Coastal Samaritan
Counseling Center
Mon-Thurs 9:00AM – 7:00PM
Fri 9:00AM to 1:00PM

901 North Kings Hwy
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577

843-448-4820
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BUILDING USE POLICIES
General
Trinity Presbyterian Church has many facilities within the church that may be used for purposes
other than worship. As part of its mission for the congregation and the community as a whole,
Trinity will allow approved groups to use portions of these facilities. The facilities of Trinity are
available to community groups (non-affiliated) which reflect, or are not in conflict with, the mission
and goals of the church. This use is subject to availability of the space and church events will have
priority for usage. Groups which are affiliated with the church have priority over non-affiliated
groups.
Examples
1st priority
Trinity Presbyterian Women
2nd priority
Church Women United
3rd priority
XYZ Homeowners Association
Requests for building use are to be submitted to the church office on the approved form.

Custodial Services
The facilities are cleaned routinely and any additional cleaning required will be the responsibility of
the organization using the church. If custodial services beyond what is ordinarily provided are
needed, additional service can be arranged at $25.00/hour. All rooms must be left as they were
found, returning chairs, tables, and equipment to their original positions. All trash must be collected
and removed from the church facilities and grounds and placed in the trash containers at the rear of
the church for collection.
If it is determined that extra custodial service is required to clean the facilities and grounds after a
group has used them, the group will be notified and offered the opportunity to complete the
cleaning. If the cleaning is not done then the group will be charged $25.00/hour to put the facility
back in good order. If the group is scheduled for regular meetings and extra custodial services
continue to be required, the group may have to pay a higher rate or they may no longer be allowed
to use the facilities.

Keys
If the church approves a request to use the facilities for regularly occurring events (e.g. barbershop
rehearsals) the office may issue key(s) as necessary. The group is responsible for securing the
building and extinguishing all lights. All other one time use event participants will be allowed in the
building by a designated member of Session or the Building & Grounds Committee. The group will
be instructed to call an appropriate person to lockup at the end of the event.
FAILURE TO SECURE THE BUILDING WILL RESULT IN A WARNING; ANY
ADDITIONAL INSTANCE WILL THEN RESULT IN TERMINATION OF THE RIGHT TO
USE THE BUILDING.
THE USE OF THE KEY(S) BY PERSONS OTHER THAN MEMBERS OF THE DESIGNATED
GROUP WILL RESULT IN FORFEITURE OF THE RIGHT TO BUILDING USE.
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Building Supplies
The church will endeavor to have sufficient restroom supplies on hand for all events. Use of any
kitchen supplies must be discussed and approved prior to their use. All other supplies needed for
any events or meetings will be the sole responsibility of the party using the facility. If any supplies
are used without prior approval, the group may be charged for the cost to replace these supplies.

Fees for Building Use (Three Hour Usage)
While Trinity Presbyterian Church is not a profit-making institution, fees are based on full recovery
of costs for maintenance, custodial fees, administrative services and utility costs. (This fee schedule
does not pertain to sanctuary use for weddings or funerals).
Member
Non-Member
Family Life Center (gym)
$100.00
$200.00
Fellowship Room
$ 50.00
$ 75.00
Kitchen
$ 50.00
$ 75.00
Classrooms, library and conference room
$ 20.00
$ 30.00
Sanctuary (non-worship use)
$125.00
$150.00
Organ and/or Piano
$ 50.00
$ 60.00
Key Deposit (if key is provided)
$ 25.00
$ 50.00
These fees may be adjusted or waived at the discretion of the Administration Chairperson, the
Pastor or the Session. Fees for repeated use of the building (such as daily, weekly or monthly
meetings) are negotiable with each user group.
Costs for the use of any room/area in excess of three hours will be negotiated before approval will
be given. Community Outreach groups may use rooms for free or by paying a donation. Community
Outreach groups have, so far, been defined as Alcoholics Anonymous, similar “anonymous”
groups, the South Strand Helping Hand Board and various scouting organizations. Additional
groups may be added to the definition of Community Outreach as the need arises after appropriate
discussion of the Administration Committee and the Session.

Building Use Request Form
Refer to the Appendix of this manual.
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Regular Users of the Premises under the Building Use Agreements
Various AA Groups and Overeaters Anonymous utilize the Fellowship Hall and the rooms in the
south west corner of the building identified as rooms 313, 314 and 607 for meetings. These rooms
are accessed by an exterior door in the south west corner of the building. The list of groups and their
days and hours of use are maintained in the church office.
The Low Country Barbershop Chorus and the Serendipity Singers use the choir room 312 for vocal
practices. Their days and time are maintained on the church calendar.
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BULK MAILING PROCEDURES
Trinity Presbyterian has a bulk mail permit with the United State Postal Service. For an annual fee,
not including postage costs, the church is able to mail the monthly newsletter, the annual
stewardship campaign information, annual giving statements and other bulk mailings to the
congregation at a reduced rate.
The bulk mailing process begins with the printing of address labels from the membership module
within Power Church. A Label Summary sorted by zip code and counted by zip code is also printed.
The labels are affixed onto the items being mailed and the items are then sorted into two groups. All
items with zip codes beginning with 295 are placed in one post office tray. And all other zip codes
(both in state and out of state) are placed into a second post office tray.
Each tray contains a plastic sleeve in the outside corner. A post office supplied label is placed in the
appropriate sleeve on each tray (see next page). These labels identify the post office that will sort
and distribute the mail.
The items are counted by tray and the two totals are entered into the appropriate post office form,
PS Form 3602-NZ Postage Statement – Nonprofit Standard Mail – Easy – Nonutomation Letters or
Flats. This form is completed and the original accompanies the mail. A sample of this form follows
in this section. Blank copies of this form are available in the church office work room. When postal
rates change, a current copy of the form is available at the USPS.gov website by doing a search
using the form number.
The following numbers are necessary to complete the form
Permit Number:
390
USPS Nonprofit Authorization No.
680307
After completing the post office form, make a copy for church records. Staple the Label Summary
to the postal form copy and file both in the church work room in the plastic storage drawers.
NOTE:
The bulk mailing permit requires two hundred (200) items to qualify for reduced mailing rates.
Depending upon the postal worker receiving the mail, they may or may not require that the count be
at least 200 items. In the event that the actual mailing is slightly less than 200, it is recommended
that the amount necessary to reach 200 be entered into line B1 – the 295 zip code line. This can be
accomplished by including a sufficient quantity of envelopes addressed back to the church address.
These envelopes should have the same number of blank pieces of paper as are contained in the
actual mailing in order for the weight of the envelopes to match. These envelopes should be rubber
banded together so that the issue of count can be discussed with the postal worker. They may hand
the “extras” back to the person delivering the trays. These envelopes can be kept for future use in
the church work room.
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VEHICLE USE POLICY
These guidelines have been established to provide consistency in the management of vehicles used
for church activities whether owned by Trinity or its volunteers. The purpose of the Vehicle Use
Policy is to establish a fair process for the use of the church’s buses and to monitor the use of
vehicles owned and used by volunteers for church related activities.
1. Use of the church buses for personal activities is prohibited.
2. Drivers must be qualified and approved by the church in advance of use, maintain required
licenses and personal automobile insurance when using privately owned vehicles. No person
under the age of eighteen (18) shall be permitted to operate a vehicle on behalf of a church
activity, even as a relief driver.
3. Drivers shall be qualified and approved only by the Pastor or a committee chairperson,
depending upon the event.
4. Use of the church buses for an event other than related to the daycare program should be
planned at least two weeks in advance of the need.
5. Drivers shall drive responsibly at all times and follow all traffic regulations, especially the
speed limits. The vehicles may be susceptible to rollover if sharp turns are made at excessive
speeds.
6. There must be six (6) or more passengers for each trip in order to request the use of the
church buses.
7. Children shall ride in approved safety seats as required by state law.
8. All passengers must wear seat belts, if available, at all times. There may be no more
passengers in a vehicle than there are seatbelts available.
9. Smoking is prohibited by drivers and passengers. No alcohol is allowed in any vehicle.
10. Drivers may not initiate or receive phone calls or text messages while the vehicle is being
operated – even at a stop light. Someone must be designated to receive calls for the drivers.
11. Drivers and occupants are expected to treat the vehicle with respect and operate it with care.

The driver is the guardian of the passengers and the reputation of the church.
Aggressive driving will not be tolerated.
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CHILDREN AND YOUTH PROTECTION POLICY

The Book of Order
CHAPTER THREE
COUNCILS OF THE CHURCH
G-3.0106 Administration of Mission [states in part]
All councils shall adopt and implement a sexual misconduct policy.
CHAPTER FOUR
THE CHURCH AND CIVIL AUTHORITY
G-4.03 CONFIDENCE AND PRIVILEGE
G-4.0302 Mandatory Reporting
Any member of this church engaged in ordered ministry and any certified Christian educator
employed by this church or its congregations, shall report to ecclesiastical and civil legal
authorities knowledge of harm, or the risk of harm, related to the physical abuse, neglect,
and/or sexual molestation or abuse of a minor or an adult who lacks mental capacity when (1)
such information is gained outside of a confidential communication as defined in G-4.0301,
(2) she or he is not bound by an obligation of privileged communication under law, or (3) she
or he reasonably believes that there is risk of future physical harm or abuse.

Trinity Presbyterian Church maintains a separate manual of procedures regarding all forms of
discrimination, harassment, exploitation or intimidation. Refer to the Trinity Presbyterian
SafeConduct Policy & Procedures Manual for complete information
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CHILDREN AND YOUTH ACTIVITY
AGE AND SUPERVISION GUIDELINES
The guidelines listed below are to be followed by all leaders of any Trinity committee activities
(Christian Education, Fellowship, etc.), involving children and youth eighteen (18) years of age and
younger. These activities may include Junior Church, Sunday School, Angel Choir, Youth Groups
and Vacation Bible School.
General Age Requirements (these may vary based on the activity)
Sunday School
1. Toddler Sunday School is for children two and three years old (not yet four years old on
September 1st)
2. Younger Children Sunday School is for children four years old (as of September 1st) and
through First Grade.
3. Elementary Sunday School is for the youth in second grade through fifth grade.
4. Middle and High School Sunday School is for youth in sixth grade through twelfth grade.
Junior Church
1. Younger Junior Church is for children three years of age through Kindergarten.
2. Older Junior Church is for children in first grade through fourth grade.
NOTE: The Older Junior Church class will remain in the Sanctuary on Communion Sundays and
any other Sunday that is deemed necessary by the Pastor, the Worship and Music Committee and/or
the Christian Education Committee
Youth Group
1. TPY (Trinity Prez Youth) is for children in first through fifth grade
2. TYC (Trinity Youth Connection) is for youth in sixth grade through twelfth grade.
Supervision Requirements
These are the recommended minimum requirements. Additional adult supervision is always
welcome and allows for greater interaction between the youth and the adults. It also allows the
adults the opportunity to participate in the events more fully without detracting from their
supervisory responsibilities.
On Church Property
1. For each class or group that includes children under Kindergarten age, a ratio of one adult
for every five children (1:5) is to be maintained
2. For all the remaining age groups, two adults should be available at all times. While it is not
always necessary for there to be two adults in the same room with the older youth, the
second adult should be in the church in close proximity.
NOTE: Children of any age should never be allowed to roam freely in the church building during
scheduled activities.
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Off Church Property
1. For each class or group that includes children under Kindergarten age, a ratio of one adult
for every five children (1:5) is to be maintained regardless of location.
2. For all the remaining age groups the ratio is determined by whether the event is overnight or
not.
a. For overnight events, a ratio of one adult for every six children is to be maintained. If
there are both sexes involved then an appropriate adult male and adult female is required
for each group.
b. For other than overnight there are two considerations:
i.)
For events in a contained space such as a family home, two adults are required.
ii.)
For events in a public space (e.g. water park, movie theatre), one adult for every
ten children is to be maintained.
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CHURCH OFFICES
PASTOR’S OFFICE
The Pastor’s office is staffed four days a week as a general rule. The Pastor may be in and out each
day as he goes about his pastoral duties. The administrative assistant or office volunteers will
answer calls for the Pastor when he is not available. This office has a computer and local printer.
The Pastor is responsible for primary maintenance of the computer and printer and will also utilize
technology service providers when necessary. When the Pastor is not in, this office will be locked.
FINANCE OFFICE
The finance office is not formally staffed as the church treasurer is a volunteer position. The
treasurer will perform their duties on a schedule that suits their and the church’s needs. The office
staff will take messages for the finance office unless instructed that the treasurer or other authorized
person is available in the office. This office contains the finance computer and a local printer. The
treasurer is responsible for primary maintenance of the computer and printer and will utilize
technology service providers when necessary. When the treasurer or other authorized person is not
in, this office will be locked.

CHURCH OFFICE
The church office is staffed by a paid administrative assistant from 8:30AM to 12:30PM on Monday
through Friday. The office is staffed by congregational volunteers from 12:30PM to 4:00PM on
Monday through Friday. This office will remain unlocked during regular business hours of 8:30.
Am to 4:00PM
The Church Office has the following responsibilities:
Communications
The administrative assistant and office volunteers are usually the first point of contact within the
church either through phone calls or visitors to the church. It is important that they be fully
informed on all the activities of the church in order to be able to answer questions posed by callers
or visitors. They are responsible for taking and delivering phone messages for the staff and
members (when needed).
The office maintains an Office Log for messages for the administrative assistant and volunteers
when they are not on duty. Messages should be left in the log rather than a series of random scraps
of paper left on the desk. The Office Log will also be used to communicate information between
the administrative assistant and the office volunteers.
The church administrative assistant is responsible for preparation of church bulletins and inserts
with the assistance of the Pastor and various committees. All information that is needed for the
bulletins must be given to the administrative assistant no later than Wednesday morning for
inclusion in the following Sunday. The exception to this is the music scheduled for Sunday since the
choir meets on Wednesday evenings.
The church activity calendar is maintained in the office. The administrative assistant and/or the
Pastor are responsible for entering events, meetings, vacations and other activities. It is also the
responsibility
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of the committee chairpersons or members to be certain that their meetings and events are scheduled
in the calendar.
Packages and various other items are often delivered to or left in the church office for pickup by
another church member. Utilizing the office in this manner is a convenience for the congregation.
Items should be clearly identified and a notation left in the Office Log regarding the intended
recipient if the administrative assistant or volunteer is not present.
Office Equipment
The church office is equipped with a computer and desktop printer for the administrative assistant’s
use. This computer has an internet connection and is equipped with Microsoft Office and Power
Church. There are two user partitions on the computer – one designated for the church
administrative assistant and the other designated for the church volunteers. Access is password
protected on both partitions. This computer is not to be used by anyone else without the permission
of an authorized staff member or committee member. Authorized users include the church
administrative assistant, specified office volunteers, the Pastor, the coordinator of the membership
rolls (to update Power Church) and designated members of the Administration Committee.
There is a spare computer and desktop printer in the work room that is used for printing mission
envelopes and contribution envelopes for the pews. This computer contains older software and is
not linked to the internet. It is not password protected and may be used by volunteers for printing
envelopes.
The work room also has a digital copier and a duplicator. The digital copier is used by the staff and
the members of the church for miscellaneous printing tasks related to the business of the church.
Occasional use of this copier for personal printing by members, staff or guests may be done at the
discretion of the Pastor and the administrative assistant as a convenience for those making said
requests. There is a fax machine in the work room for church business. Use of the fax machine for
other than church business will be handled in the same manner as the copier.
The duplicator is used by the administrative assistant for printing of high volume print jobs such as
the bulletins and the monthly newsletter. The use of this equipment is restricted to the
administrative assistant, the Pastor and designated church members or staff.
The administrative assistant is responsible for primary maintenance of the office copier and
duplicator through the use of authorized vendors. Additional items needing repair or service will be
brought to the attention of the Pastor and/or the Administration Committee.
Lobby Door Security
The church premises has an alarm system and all entrances are usually locked during regular
business hours. In the afternoons when the “parent check-in” desk is staffed by a Y2K daycare
worker, the front door will be unlocked to allow the parents and children to enter and leave. Refer to
the Premises Security section for more information. Entrance to the church during regular business
hours is through the main lobby doors. The church office is equipped with a video view of the lobby
door entrance, an audio two-way speaker and a button to unlock the door and allow entrance.
Visitors are screened by the office staff and “buzzed in” from the office desk. Unfamiliar visitors are
prevented from entering until the nature of their visit is learned through use of the two-way speaker.
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The administrative assistant will sometimes greet visitors at the door to determine the nature of their
visit if the visitors are unable to use the speaker system.
Mail Distribution
The church office is the central point of distribution of the church correspondence. Various staff or
volunteers will pick up the mail from the P O Box and deliver it to the office. The administrative
assistant will sort, date stamp and distribute the mail. The church work room contains “mailboxes”
for distribution of all correspondence. There are mailboxes for the staff, session, deacons, treasurer
and various other committee members. Session and committee meeting minutes are distributed
either electronically or through use of these mailboxes.
Supplies
Office supplies (e.g. paper, envelopes, toner, etc) are maintained in the office work room. The
administrative assistant is responsible for maintaining a reasonable amount of supplies for the office
by either alerting the Pastor or Administration Committee that purchases need to be made or,
depending upon the items, by placing orders through pre-authorized vendors.
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EQUIPMENT LOANS
Trinity Presbyterian will allow loans of church personal property for off- premises use only on an
occasional basis. These items will generally be limited to folding tables and chairs. Requests for use
of other items will be considered on a one-by-one basis. Requests for use of these items must be
submitted to the Administration Committee for initial recommendation for approval. The Building
and Grounds Committee will be consulted regarding the equipment requests. Final approval will be
provided by the Session. Use must also be coordinated with the church calendar so that their
availability is confirmed and no other use conflicts exist.
Requirements
1. This privilege will only be granted to staff, church members or regular attendees of the
congregation.
2. Use of equipment is intended for personal activities such as birthday parties, yard sales or
family and friends gatherings at a personal residence. No commercial use of any equipment
is allowed.
3. All items must remain in the possession of the requesting party at all times during their use.
No “sub-lease” arrangements may be made to a third party for any equipment.
4. The use of the items must be for a limited period of time not to exceed four days. For
example, this would allow for pickup of the items on a Friday, use over the weekend and
return on a Monday. Any additional use must be approved by the session.
5. The person requesting the items must arrange pickup and return during times convenient to
the church. The church is unable to provide transportation.
6. All items must be used only for their intended purpose(s).
7. The church makes no warranties as to the condition of the items and all items are in as-is
condition at the time of their use
8. All items must be cleaned and returned in the same condition as when they were picked up.
9. Any damage that occurs during the use by the requesting person is the responsibility of that
person and the church must be reimbursed for any repair and/or replacement necessary.
Violation of any of these requirements will suspend the right of the requesting party from any future
off premises use of church personal property.
Requests for exceptions to any of the above requirements will be carefully considered and may only
be approved by session.
Refer to the Appendix for the Equipment Loan Agreement form
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INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
The Book of Order states in part:
CHAPTER THREE
COUNCILS OF THE CHURCH
G-3.0112 Insurance
Each council shall obtain property and liability insurance coverage to protect its facilities,
programs, staff, and elected and appointed officers.

The Administration Committee is responsible for maintaining insurance for all operations and real
and personal property of the church. The insurance shall be placed for bid at least every three years
in order to ensure that correct coverages and competitive premiums are in place. However the
Session, at its discretion, may elect to remain with the current broker and carriers if it is satisfied
that the insurance needs of the church are being properly met.
All insurance carriers selected by the church or its designated insurance broker must have an A. M.
Best financial strength rating of “A” (excellent) or better. Due to the sometimes limited market
availability of Sexual Misconduct Liability and Pastoral Counseling Liability, the church may be
required to use non-admitted markets to obtain coverage.
The costs for the Workers Compensation insurance will be shared on a cost (payroll) basis between
the Y2K Daycare and the church.
The costs for the automobile liability insurance will be paid by the Y2K Daycare.
All federal, state and local insurance posting notices will be maintained on a wall in the church
office and will be updated annually or as necessary.
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INSURANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Workers Compensation
Employers Liability

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000

Each Accident
Policy Limit
Each Employee

Automobile Liability

$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$
5,000
$500 Ded
$500 Ded

Combined Single Limit
UM/UIM
Medical Payments
Comprehensive
Collision

General Liability

$ 500,000
$2,000,000
$
1,000
$
5,000
$ 500,000
$ 500,000

Each Occurrence
General Aggregate
Medical
Excess Medical
Damage To Rented Premises
Personal & Advertising Liability

Directors & Officers Liability

$3,000,000
$3,000,000

Each Occurrence
Aggregate

Counseling and Pastoral Professional

$5,000,000

Sexual Misconduct

$5,000,000

Employee Benefits Liability

$2,000,000
$2,000,000

Each Occurrence
Aggregate

Excess Liability

$5,000,000
$5,000,000
None

Each Occurrence
Annual Aggregate
Self Insured Retention

Crime
Employee Dishonesty
Theft of Money
Forgery
Money Orders and Counterfeit Papers
Computer Fraud

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000

Real and Personal Property
Business Income (incl. Extra Expense)
Electronic Hardware
Electronic Media

Blanket Limit [to be adjusted annually]
$ 500,000
$ 25,000
$ 10,000
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KITCHEN COMMITTEE
The Building and Grounds Committee (B&G) will establish a kitchen sub-committee (Kitchen
Committee) of two or more members, one of which will be a B&G member. This committee will be
responsible for all kitchen equipment and functions. The Kitchen Committee will oversee all
repairs, upgrades and any other physical changes to the entire kitchen area. The kitchen area is
defined as:
Kitchen – Room 403
Serving Area - 402
Dish Washing - Room 401
Pantry – Room 502 (currently used for kitchen and Y2K storage)
Propane Tank – outside the kitchen back door
The current rules for kitchen use are posted in the kitchen and are also in the KITCHEN GUIDE and
INFORMATION GUIDE binder which is stored on the kitchen island.
With the approval of the Building and Grounds Committee, the Kitchen Committee may change,
amend, issue and post any instructions necessary for the proper function of the kitchen, including:
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Rules governing the use of appliances, utensils, consumables and kitchen cleanup
Train users in the proper use of the appliances and all equipment. The dishwasher and
electric meat cutter shall only be used by persons specifically trained in their use. No one
under sixteen (16) years of age may use either machine
Any other instructions, rules and/or procedures that the committee deems necessary for the
proper and safe use of the area.
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KITCHEN RULES AND GUIDELINES
The following rules and guidelines have been established to ensure the safety and well-being of
users of the kitchen of Trinity and consumers of food prepared therein. They are also set in place to
conform to the South Carolina laws on food preparation, food service and sanitation and to the
requirements of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
1. All counters and tables – both top and bottom – must be clean and free of any items when not in
use.
2. All stove tops and ovens or ranges must be clean and free of any items when not in use.
3. All floors must be cleaned and dry mopped after each use.
4. All refrigerators, freezers and microwave ovens must be clean and free of any foods. NO
LEFTOVER FOOD OR OTHER ITEMS ARE TO BE LEFT BEHIND AFTER KITCHEN
USE. All leftover foods must be removed from the kitchen area, as well as any personal pots,
dishes, trays or bowls that are not part of the kitchen inventory.
5. All pots, pans, dishes, glasses, coffee pots, etc., are to be washed in the Dish Washing Room
ONLY.
6. NO SOAP OF ANY KIND is to be used in the two bay sink in the kitchen. This sink is for
FOOD PREPARATION ONLY.
7. All trash must be removed and new trash bags put back into the trash cans.
8. All items used (dishes, pots, pans, coffee pots, etc.) must be cleaned and returned to their proper
place.
9. All dirty dishcloths and pot holders are to be placed in the designated container.

10. The industrial electrical meat cutter is to be used by qualified personal only.
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Freezer
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LEASING OF THE CHURCH PREMISES
The Book of Order states in part:
G-4.0206 Selling, Encumbering, or Leasing Church Property
b. Leasing Congregational Property
A congregation shall not lease its real property used for purposes of worship, or lease
for more than five years any of its other real property, without the written permission of
the presbytery transmitted through the session of the congregation.
The Administration Committee, in cooperation with Session, the Board of Trustees and the church’s
legal advisor are responsible for review, negotiation and preparation of any long term leases of the
church premises. Any lease provisions for maintenance of the leased spaces shall be reviewed and
agreed upon by the Building and Grounds Committee. All leases will be submitted for approval to
Presbytery. Any use of the church premises shall not be in conflict with the mission of Trinity
Presbyterian Church or the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). Copies of any leases shall be maintained
in the Finance Room.
Maintenance of all leased spaces shall be coordinated with the Lessee and the Building and Grounds
Committee.
All other building use not requiring a long term lease agreement shall be governed by the Building
Use Policies contained herein.

Current Long Term Lessees
Trinity Presbyterian Church is currently leasing a separate building known as the “daycare
building”. This building is located on the southeast corner of the property. The adjacent exterior
space on the south and east sides of the daycare building are also used as a fenced playground by
the tenant. In addition to these separate areas, the tenant is also occupying three rooms within the
south end of the main church building. These rooms are identified as room 207 – daycare office,
and rooms 301 and 302 – classrooms. The daycare building is approximately 2,000 square feet of
space and the three rooms in the main building occupy approximately another 1.400 square feet.
The tenant may utilize additional space within the building on an as needed basis for special events.
Use of any additional space is subject to the Building Use Requirements section of this manual.
Completion of the Building Use Request form is required and approval of the appropriate
committees is needed.
Tenant:
Inception Date:
Renewal Date:
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The LTD School dba The Learning Tree
September 1, 2009
August 31, 2019
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PREMISES SECURITY
It is in the best interest of the church to maintain inventory
control of keys and alarm codes that allow access to the premises.
The Building and Grounds Committee is responsible for the inspection, maintenance, repair and
contracts of the following premises security systems. This committee is assisted in some areas, such
as key inventory, by the Administration Committee.
Keys
The exterior doors of the building and numerous rooms within the building are secured with keyed
locks. A list of all rooms, by room number, is maintained and identifies whether that room has a key
assigned to it (refer to the following pages for the Room and Door Lock List ). A log of all keys and
the identity of the holder of those keys is maintained by the Administration Committee and shared
with the Building and Grounds Committee. The key log will be updated whenever there is a change
in the holder of any keys.
There are two locked key boxes in the church office work room affixed to the side of the storage
cabinet. All extra keys are maintained in these key boxes. They are tagged with the identifying
room number or appropriate label if not a door key (e.g. padlock to playground fence). A map of the
church with each room number is also attached to the cabinet to aid in locating the correct keys.
The exterior of the building has a Knox Box. A Knox Box, known officially as the Knox Box Rapid
Entry System is a small, wall-mounted safe that holds building keys for fire departments. This
allows them to have access to the building in the event of a fire or other fire rescue related
emergency. The safe is located in the exterior building column to the left of the lobby door when
facing the building. Our safe contains a key that fits the east door (lobby), west door (rear) and
sanctuary door.
Alarm System
The exterior doors of the building and selected doors and rooms within the building are protected by
a local alarm system that provides an audible alarm sound. There are four distinct alarm partitions
within the church premises – refer to the following pages for the Security Alarm Zones map. There
are six (6) alarm keypad areas located throughout the premises. The South Door leading towards the
Daycare building has a separate keypad for a permanent lock/unlock mechanism for that door. This
keypad is on the exterior of the building. The daycare building located adjacent to the main building
is secured by a separate alarm system that is maintained by the tenant. A log of all active alarm
security codes is maintained by the Administration Committee and shared with the Building and
Grounds Committee. The log contains the names of all persons who have been assigned a code for
entrance to the church premises. The alarm code log will be updated whenever there is a change in
alarm code assignments. Refer to the following pages for Alarm System Instructions and for South
Door Exterior Keypad Instructions. The main entry to the building for visitors is through the Lobby
door. A touchpad is on the exterior of the lobby door and access is controlled by the church office.
Refer to the Church Offices section for more information on this entry process.
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Fire Alarm System
The church premises is protected by a Honeywell Fire Lite fire alarm system. This system is a
centrally reporting system that when triggered will automatically call the Horry County fire dispatch
location. Dispatch will then notify the proper fire station to respond to the call. The system also
places a programmed call to a designated list of church members.

Trinity is currently served by
Horry County Station 20
Local phone no. 843-915-5191
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SECURITY ALARM ZONES
Sanctuary P3
Family Life Center P5
Alarm Key Pads
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Office P1
Community Fellowship P2
South Door Keypad (1)

Figure 11-8
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ALARM SYSTEM BASIC INSTRUCTIONS
DISARMING THE SYSTEM
1. When you enter the premises when the alarm system is armed, the alarm system will begin to
emit a solid beep until you have disarmed it.
2. When the system is armed, the red padlock “armed” symbol is on. When entering through the
lobby door, open the keypad door and key in the four digit security code at the entry door
keypad labeled FAMILY LIFE CENTER. Be sure to use the correct keypad based on which door
you have used for entry – refer to the color coded Security Alarm Zones diagram. You have 60
seconds to disarm the system.
3. The system is disarmed if the beep stops and the green check mark light is now on..
4. If the system continues to beep, press the # key and reenter the four digit security code.
5. Be sure to close the keypad door.
6. If you have a problem, call a security monitor listed on the instruction sheet on the wall adjacent
to the keypads.
ARMING THE SYSTEM
1. When you are ready to leave the premises, the green check mark light must be on.
2. Open the keypad door and key in the four digit security code and then close the keypad door
3. The red padlock “armed” light will come on and the keypad will begin to beep once a second
for a short period of time. You have 60 seconds to exit. Immediately exit the building and lock
the door once you are outside.
A VIEW OF THE ALARM SYSTEM AREA IN THE LOBBY
FAMILY LIFE CENTER

IF YOU ENTER USING THE
LOBBY DOOR, ENTER
YOUR ALARM CODE ON
THIS KEYPAD

SANCTUARY

FIRE PULL

FIRE ALARM CONTROL BOX

COMMUNITY FELLOWSHIP - AA
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ALARM PAD

Unarmed
or Ready
Check
Mark

Armed
Red
Pad
Lock
Symbol
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SOUTH DOOR EXTERIOR KEYPAD INSTRUCTIONS
FIRST TIME ENTERING WHEN THE BUILDING IS STILL ALARMED
The sequence for opening the South Door and unarming the building alarm is as follows:
1. Unlock the door using your key.
2. Make sure the blue light is displayed on the keypad. Enter your four digit access code
followed by the pound sign [ # ]. The system will beep and the yellow light will come on.
You have 10 seconds to enter the building.
3. Enter your four digit alarm code in the alarm system keypad inside the building.
ENTERING THE BUILDING AFTER THE BUILDING ALARM SYSTEM IS OFF
1. Enter your four digit access code followed by the pound sign [ # ]. The system will beep and
the yellow light will come on. You have 10 seconds to enter the building
2. The door will lock behind you after you enter and the door has closed. The door does not
stay unarmed for the full 10 seconds. This will prevent someone from following you into the
building once the door closes.
3. If you hold the door open past the 10 second limit the system will beep and the red light will
come on. Press any key to silence the alarm sound. The red light will stay on until the door
is finally closed.
EXITING THE BUILDING AND LOCKING UP AT THE END OF THE DAY
1. Rearm the alarm system for the building.
2. Exit the door and lock it using your key. No action is necessary with the door keypad.
IF YOU ENTER THE WRONG CODE
If the wrong code is mistakenly entered or you do not hit the keys fully, the red light will come on
and the system will beep. Once the red light is off you may enter your code. If you know you have
entered a wrong number, you can hit the star key [ * ] to delete the numbers and then start over.

Blue Light
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CHURCH LOCKUP INSTRUCTIONS
DAILY AND SUNDAY
Check and lock all outside doors
Be sure to lock the right side doors on all double door entrances
Sanctuary – Exterior Door on Pond Side
Narthex – Exterior Doors – both top and bottom locks
South Corridor Door at Learning Tree End of Building
West Door at Back Parking Lot
Playground – Exterior Door
Kitchen Exterior Door
East Side – All Class Room Doors
Fellowship Hall – Exterior Door
East Lobby Doors – last door to be locked upon exit – both top and bottom locks
Check and lock the following interior doors
Kitchen to Fellowship Hall
Gym to Fellowship Hall
All Gym Doors to be closed (no locks)
Church Office Doors to hallway and to conference room

Lights
Shut off all lights
Alarm System
In the east lobby arm the following alarm keypads:
Sanctuary
Family Center
Confirm that the office alarm is set
AA will arm and disarm the system in their area
Thermostat Settings
Sanctuary – three (3) thermostats to be set to lower setting
Narthex – two (2) thermostats to be set to lower settings
Office – one (1) thermostat to be set to lower setting
Check the Building for Occupants
Walk through the building to see if anyone is still in the church. Be sure to check the finance room.
Determine if any remaining occupants know how to set the alarms and if they have a key for the
east lobby door. If not, ask them to please leave for the day. If they have a key and know how to
arm the building, advise them that the building doors are all locked. Ask them to please leave via
the east lobby and be sure to arm the alarm system and lock the lobby door. If they exit through the
west door, remind them to arm the system.
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ROOM AND DOOR LOCK LIST

Room #, Area or Door Location

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
107
108
109
110
110a
111
200
201
201
201
201
202
203
203a
204
204a
205
206
206
206
207

Original

Exterior Alarm Pad - disc - administrative
Exterior Alarm Pad - disc - regular
Narthex - Front Door
Library
Brides Room
Vestibule
Women’s Restroom
Men’s Restroom
Sanctuary - Interior Door to Narthex
Sanctuary - Exterior Door to North side - no key
needed, outside access not available
Chancel
Chancel Corridor
Grooms Room
Communion Closet
Corridor
Church Office
Office Storage Cabinet
Key Box 1
Key Box 2
Work Room - Conference Room (202) to Work Room
(201) - Same key as Office - Room 200
Conference Room - Hall Door
Day Care Director
203 Closet
Pastor
204 Closet
Alcove - In front of Pastor & Day Care Director Offices
Finance Room
Finance Cabinet
Church Safe (Keys are locked in the Finance Room)
Learning Tree Office
Classroom Closets - Northside of Rooms
Classroom Closets - Southside of Rooms

Key
Lock

No
Key
Lock

Keys
Are
Missing

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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ROOM AND DOOR LOCK LIST

Room #, Area or Door Location
301
302
301/302
303
304
305
306
303 to 306
307
308
309
309
309
309
310
310
311
312
312a
313
313
314
314
401
402
403
404
404
404
404a

Original

Classroom - Interior Door
Classroom - Interior Door - Same key as Classroom 301
Classrooms - Exterior Doors - no key needed, outside
access not available
Classroom
Classroom
Nursery
Nursery
Classrooms - Exterior Doors - no key needed, outside
access not available
Classroom
Classroom
Sewing Room - Same key as Room - 506 Yard Sale
Storage
Sewing Room Closet
Sewing Room Cabinets
Sewing Room - Yard Sale Closet Padlock
Classroom - Interior Door
Classroom (310) to Sewing Room (309)
Classroom
Choir Room
Fellowship Storage
AA Room (313) to AA Room (314)
AA Room (313) to Toy Storage Room (407a)
AA Room (314) to AA Room (607)
AA Room (314) to Stage (407)
Dish Washing Room
Kitchen - Serving Area
Kitchen - Exterior Door - no key needed, outside access
not available
Door - Fellowship (404) to Kitchen (403)
Fellowship - Exterior Door - no key needed, outside
access not available
Door - Fellowship (404) to Auditorium (406)
Door - AA Kitchen (404a) to Fellowship (404)

Key
Lock

No
Key
Lock

Keys
Are
Missing

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
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ROOM AND DOOR LOCK LIST
Room #, Area or Door Location
406
407
407a
407a
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
508
509
510
601
602
602
603
604
605
606
607

Door - Auditorium (406) to AA Room (607)
Stage
Door - Toy Storage to right of Stage (407a) to
Auditorium (406)
Door - Toy Room (407a) to Fellowship Storage (312a) Same key as Room 206 Finance
Chair and Table Storage Room
Kitchen Storage - Pantry
Pres Women - Storage
Electrical and Pres Men Storage - Same key as Room
508 Electrical Room
Sexton Supply Closet
Storage - Yard Sale - Same key as 309 - Sewing Room
Laundry Room
Electric, Cable, Phone and Fire Alarm Room
Fire Alarm Box
Women’s Restroom
Men’s Restroom
Corridor 4 - Classrooms
East Lobby - Reception
Fire Alarm Keypad
Corridor 1 - Lobby to Conference Room
Corridor 1a - Conference Room to Playground
Corridor 2 - Choir Room Area
Corridor 3 - Along Auditorium
AA Rooms - Exterior Door - Southwest Corner
Door - West Side - Exterior - Same key as 602 - East
Lobby - Exterior
Door - West Side - Exterior - Removable Center Post
Door - Southside - Exterior - towards Learning Tree
Door - Playground - Westside - no key needed, outside
access not available
Courtyard Doors (Two) - no key needed, outside access
not available

Original

Key
Lock

No
Key
Lock

Keys
Are
Missing

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
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ROOM AND DOOR LOCK LIST

Room #, Area or Door Location

2101
2102
2103
2104

Learning Tree - Front Door
Learning Tree - West Door - Same Key as LT Front Door
Loft Storage - Y2K Toys and Church Records
Loft - East Storage
Loft - West Storage
Loft Restroom

Key
Lock

No
Key
Lock

Keys
Are
Missing

X
X
X
X
X
X

Miscellaneous Items
Lawn Tools Shed
Thermostat Covers
Paper Towel Holders
Toilet Paper Holders
Storage POD
Post Office Box
Church Playground - Two Padlocks on Fence (one key
fits both)

Original

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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TRAINING
All who seek to serve Trinity with their time and talent are assisted in this process with training
specific to the roles they will play within the community of faith.
Acolytes
Training is coordinated by the pastor and includes the meaning of worship, who participates in the
worship service and the acolyte’s role in the service. The training also includes practical
information regarding the lighting of candles, where to proceed after lighting, when and how to
extinguish the candles and the procession out following worship.
Christian Educators
The training for all Christian Educators and Sunday Morning class leaders is coordinated by the
Christian Education Committee as needed by and requested by the leaders. For Christian Educators
also refer to the Book of Order, G-2.1103, Christian Educators, a. Skills and Training.
Communion Servers
One role of the elders is to assist in the communion service. Training for this is provided by the
Worship and Music Committee through the communion coordinator and with the help of other
previously trained elders (both those currently serving and past.
Officers (Elders and Deacons)
Training necessary to serve as a ruling elder or deacon is conducted by the Pastor in order to
prepare all officers for examination by the Session and for their service to Trinity and the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). Training is held following the election of officers by the
congregation according to the Book of Order, G-2.0402 Preparation for Ministry as a Ruling Elder
or Deacon. The training will include theology, worship, polity, the Bible and practical areas
(including all relative areas of the Trinity MAP).
Worship Hosts
While the duty of Worship Host may seem a simple task it is an important one and some training is
necessary. Instruction will be provided by the Music and Worship Committee through the Worship
Host Coordinator. Refer also to the Worship Host Responsibilities section of this manual.
Liturgists
Those who participate in the Call to Worship and the Prayer of Confession are an important part of
the services. Their training is coordinated by the Worship and Music Committee in conjunction with
the Pastor. They are provided with suggested readings for Call to Confession and Assurance of
Pardon. And they are instructed in when to enter and leave the pulpit area.
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WEBSITE GUIDELINES

TrinityPresbyChurch.com
Supporting Trinity
The first principle of Trinity’s website is that it will support the ministry of the church and provide a
warm welcome to visitors. Material that fails to directly support the mission will be carefully
evaluated and must be approved by session before it may become part of the site. The Trinity
website is currently maintained by the Administration Committee and the church administrative
assistant in cooperation with the Pastor. It contains a calendar of all meetings and events held at the
church that are of interest to church members, visitors and the community. There are special
announcements, links to other sites of interest, committee and staff information, worship and class
schedules, photos and many other items of interest.
Protecting Copyright or Trademark
Copyright and trademark laws exist to protect the ability of authors, artists, and institutions to earn a
living from their work. Those responsible for the website content will do everything possible to
ensure that no copyright or trademark violation will occur. In general, this rule holds: if we write it,
we can make the decision to publish it. If somebody else wrote it, we must obtain permission before
we can publish it. Attention must be paid as to whether just the author or the author and the
copyright holder’s permission are needed before any material is reproduced.
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No Responsibility for Non Affiliated Events
The web site will specifically disclaim operational responsibility for events listed on the calendar
section of the site which the church does not actually administer. This includes items such as
meetings and anniversary events sponsored by the various Alcohol Anonymous groups and the
Overeaters Anonymous groups. The church does not specifically endorse these organizations and
provides meeting room or other event space only. These items may be listed on the calendar portion
of the site. The disclaimer will be listed on the INFO CENTER page and will be updated as necessary.
Advertising
Trinity will not display any commercial advertising on its web site. It will not accept any money,
discounts, free service, free products or any other services in lieu of money to display any
information for any non-ministerial or commercial operation, contracted or affiliated vendor or
service provider. This does not apply to church or ministry related operations such as, but not
limited to, Thornwell Home, The Learning Tree Day School or Montreat Conference Center. It will
not list any commercial operations or products as a preferred vendor, service provider or
recommended product in any articles.
External Hyperlinks
The web practice of external hyperlinks, or LINKS, is a foundation of the web. The result is that
most web sites contain links to content on other web sites, as does Trinity’s site – content over
which we have no control, and yet for which we may be held accountable by our visitors. Therefore
it is important that Trinity limit the sites displayed on the LINKS page to only those that are in
support of the church’s mission or are of service to the congregation and have been reviewed for
their content appropriateness.
The web maintenance team will perform periodic checking for the accuracy of links and to see if the
content of the target site has changed. In a church, it is particularly important to see that hyperlinked
site content is appropriate for children.
We will include a disclaimer for the LINKS pages noting that the church has no control over the
content of linked material, and asking for notification if links are out of date or have surprising
results. The policy will state that links to other sites will open in a new window to make it clear that
the content is someone else's. All links on Trinity’s web site currently do open in a new window.
Public Privacy Statement
Trinity will post a Privacy Statement on its website in accordance with accepted internet standards
and those of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).
Authority
The maintenance of the website falls under the responsibilities of the Administration Committee
with ultimate authority for content residing with the Pastor and the session. Decisions on general
content will be coordinated between the Pastor and the Administration Committee. Any questions
or conflicts will be brought to session for resolution and final decisions. Day to day maintenance of
the calendar will be the responsibility of the church administrative assistant.
There will be two members of the Administration Committee with full user management authority
within the website tools. One of these members will be designated with Administrator rights. The
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church administrative assistant will have authority for the calendar and access to change the
announcements section and the welcome message, at the direction of the Pastor. The password
information will be shared between the two users with full access rights in order to prevent loss of
the Administrator password information.
Safety of Downloadable Materials
The website administrators will take all necessary precautions to ensure that any attachments to the
site are safe from any harmful code. All document attachments will be in Adobe format and all
photos will be in JPEG format and will have originated from within computers that are in the
control of the administrators or the church staff. No documents may be uploaded to the website
from outside sources without first being transcribed on or transferred to a computer with sufficient
virus checking or malware software.
The church web hosting provider, mychurchwebsite.org, routinely scans its servers for harmful
code. The site is designed to upload only those items that are deemed least likely to contain harmful
code and this information is contained in the administrator tools.
Error or Offensive Information Policies
Corrections of errors or typos will be handled by the website management team. It is not expected
that any content will be posted on the site that would be offensive or a violation of the website
policies listed herein. However in that event, the Pastor and session will be notified and action will
be taken to immediately remove or correct the offending or violating material. The session will draft
a notice of apology or explanation, if necessary, and direct it to be posted on the web site. If any
member(s) has taken offense, the Pastor will meet with them personally, if possible, to rectify the
situation.
If necessary, the rights of any individual to modify, add, delete or administer any portions of the
website may be revoked for a policy violation. The decision for revocation of these aforementioned
rights will be the responsibility of the Session.
Church Members' Privacy
Member privacy is a concern for Trinity Presbyterian. The question with adults is twofold: whether
it is legal to provide the information, and whether providing it is consistent with the church's
relationship with them. No information may be released that is not readily available in some other
form on the web (e.g. telephone directory listings, business listings). No information may be
released without the specific consent of the member if it is not readily available in other published
format.
Church Staff and Other Leaders
Trinity has chosen to display the photos of the staff, accompanied by brief statements about their
background or responsibilities within the church. The web site management team will obtain the
approval of the content from each staff member to ensure that they are in agreement with the
published content. Contact information for the church will be published. The website will not
publish the personal address or phone numbers of any staff members.
The publication of names and contact information for those involved in sponsoring or directing
specific church events will only be done at the direction of those persons as it relates to publicity for
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those events (e.g. Vacation Bible School enrollment, Mobile Meals, etc.). The information will be
removed once the events have concluded.
Individual personal email addresses of staff or members are never published on Trinity’s website.
The church uses email addresses provided by our internet service provider (ISP). The church’s ISP
uses an email service that hides the addresses utilizing email-form code. This will reduce the
likelihood of spam. Trinity has subscribed to a service plan that includes ten (10) email addresses.
Currently these addresses are being used:
Pastor@TrinityPresbyChurch.com
ChurchOffice@TrinityPresbyChurch.com
MustardSeed@TrinityPresbyChurch.com
Trinity Y2K@TrinityPresbyChurch.com
Music@TrinityPresbyChurch.com
Finance@TrinityPresbyChurch.com
Church Directory
Trinity’s website has the ability to contain a member directory that is password protected. There is
only one password and the website does not provide for members to create individual passwords. At
the present time the session has agreed not to make use of this section as the issue of privacy cannot
be ensured once the password is made available to the congregation at large.

Images - Identification of Children and Other Subjects
"A picture is worth a thousand words"
The image of the church building identifies our location, but the smiling church member identifies
our community. A web site without some member pictures will not fully serve our church's
ministry.
Images may be copyrighted or trademarked, so the guidelines for use of graphic items imported
from elsewhere will be the same as those for text material.
Trinity has specified that releases will be obtained before publishing recognizable photographs.
Images of children will be handled more cautiously. A good deal of the concern over web site
privacy risks surrounds children. Trinity seeks to be a safe and nurturing environment for children,
and to avoid exposing them to potential risk. Trinity will not identify any children under the age of
eighteen (18) in any photographs without the express written permission of their parent or guardian.
We will only use first names unless specifically authorized to do otherwise. Trinity will require a
review process involving the Administration Committee and the Pastor even after a parent or
guardian's release has been obtained.
All adult subjects in a photograph will not be named unless their written permission has also been
obtained.
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mychurchwebsite.net
February 21st - renewed annually
GoDaddy.com
February 28th

The “whois” information as of 2012
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WORSHIP SERVICE PROCEDURES
WORSHIP SERVICES
The Worship and Music Committee, in cooperation with the Pastor, the Session and the Officer of the Day,
will be responsible to ensure the following procedures are followed whenever possible for the worship
services of Trinity.

Regular Services
Before Service the Officer of the Day will:
1. Ensure that the assigned numbers of worship hosts are available and, if anyone is missing,
recruit other eligible hosts to assist.
2. Instruct the worship hosts on any special needs for the day.
3. Check to see that worship bulletins and children’s bulletins are available for distribution.
4. Place the collection plates on the table near the bulletins and check to see if the colors of the
inserts match the paraments.
5. Ensure that the liturgist for the day has arrived. If missing, coordinate with the Pastor for a
replacement or adjustment to the service.
6. Ensure that the Music Director or Music accompanist has arrived and is available to
perform. If not available, coordinate with the Pastor for a replacement or adjustment to the
service.
After Service the Officer of the Day will:
1. Inspect the pews for bulletins or other paper to be recycled and for any contribution
envelopes that were not placed on the collection plates
2. Place all bibles and hymnals back in the storage racks
3. Examine the pew cushions for any spills, tears or repairs needed and alert the Sexton or the
Building and Grounds Committee

Communion Services
First Service
Before Service
1. The table will be placed in front of the pulpit with sufficient space for the Pastor to stand
between the table and the pulpit.
2. Place the large bible on the floor near the piano.
3. Place the candlesticks on the pulpit.
4. In the communion prep room remove the service items from the communion closet.
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5. Place one loaf of uncut bread on a serving tray. Leave the bread covered in plastic until just
before service. Before service, remove plastic and cover the bread with a napkin.
6. Partially fill two pottery chalices with grape juice.
7. Fill the pitcher with grape juice
8. Prepare the table by placing the table cloth, serving trays, napkins and other items in their
appropriate places (refer to Communion Table Service Layout that follows).
9. Ensure that the assigned ruling elders are present and able to serve. If anyone is missing,
recruit other eligible elders for service.
During Service
1. Elders and or Deacons will proceed to the front during the communion hymn.
2. The Pastor will signal when the servers are to stand and receive the bread and juice.
3. Two servers will hold bread in a napkin and two will hold a chalice with a napkin. They will
stand in pairs at the front of the first pews.
4. After serving the congregation, the servers will serve each other.
5. The pair closest to the organ will serve the organist. Or the pair closest to the piano will
serve the pianist if the piano is being used during that time.
6. The servers will return all items to the table and return to their seats in the first row.
7. The servers will remain at the front until the end of service and will proceed down the aisle
or back to their seats following the Pastor and acolyte as they leave the Sanctuary.
After Service
1. Return all items to the communion prep room, dispose of unused bread and juice, clean the
serving items and return them to the locked closet.
2. Set up for the second service.
Second Service
Before Service
1. The table will be placed in front of the pulpit with sufficient space for the Pastor to stand
between the table and the pulpit.
2. Place the large bible on the floor near the piano.
3. Place the candlesticks on the pulpit.
4. In the communion prep room remove the service items from the communion closet.
5. Place the plastic communion cups in each tray and fill them with grape juice.
6. Cube one loaf of bread and place on the serving trays. Place one loaf of uncut bread on a
separate plate – leave covered in plastic. Remove plastic just before service and cover the
bread with a napkin.
7. Place one prepared tray of juice and one of bread in the Library for service in the nursery
and children’s church.
8. Fill the pitcher with grape juice
9. Prepare the table by placing the table cloth, serving trays, napkins and other items in their
appropriate places (refer to Communion Table Service Layout that follows).
10. Ensure that the assigned ruling elders are present and able to serve. If anyone is missing,
recruit other eligible elders for service.
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During Service
1. All elders and or deacons will proceed to the Narthex after the “Apostles Creed”.
2. The servers will line up in the Narthex according to their assigned numbers (refer to the
Communion Chart that follows). They will proceed to the front pews before the end of the
hymn and will remain standing until the end of the hymn.
3. The Pastor will signal when the servers are to stand and receive the trays containing the
bread.
4. The servers will proceed down the aisles according to the Communion Chart and will pass
the trays across the pews.
a.) The person assigned position #1 will serve Children’s Church and the Nursery and will
join the servers up front when returning juice trays and will be served by the Pastor for
juice only.
b.) The person assigned position #6 will serve the Pastor, the Choir and the organist or the
pianist. A member of the Choir will assist in passing the trays.
5. The servers will return to the front and place the trays on the table. The Pastor will serve the
servers and the bread will be taken by everyone together.
6. The Pastor will again signal when the servers are to stand and receive the trays containing
the juice.
7. The servers will repeat the process for serving and the server in position #1 will return to the
front when the trays are placed on the table. The Pastor will serve the servers and the juice
will be taken individually.
8. The servers will remain at the front until the end of service and will proceed down the aisle
or back to their seats following the Pastor and acolyte as they leave the Sanctuary.
After Service
1. The communion preparation team will return all items to the communion prep room, dispose
of unused bread and juice, clean the serving items and return them to the locked closet.
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COMMUNION CHART #1
Communion Service Table Layout
First Service
Bread is covered
with a napkin

Pastor

2 Napkins

Uncut Bread

2 Napkins

Pottery Chalice
[partially filled]

Pottery Chalice
[partially filled]
Plate with Pitcher of Grape Juice

Second Service
Bread is covered
with a napkin

Pastor

Napkin

Uncut Bread

Napkin

Trays of Cubed Bread

Trays of Cubed Bread
Pitcher

Chalice

Plate with Pitcher of Grape Juice
and Empty Chalice
Trays of Juice
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COMMUNION CHART #2

COMMUNION SERVICE PLAN

CHOIR LOFT

COMMUNION TABLE
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Ash Wednesday
Before Service (coordinate with the Pastor)
1. Order or create a supply of ashes and mix them in a small container of water
2. Place the container on the pulpit
3. Ensure that paraments have changed to purple
After Service
1. Clean the container and return in to the communion closet
Palm Sunday
Before Service
1. Worship and Music Committee will purchase a sufficient quantity of palms for services (if
palms have been agreed upon by Worship & Music and the Session).
2. Place the palms in two baskets on either side of the pulpit on the altar.
3. Schedule four volunteers to pass out the palms after the service
After Service
1. Four volunteers stand inside the sanctuary at the back doors handing out the palms as the
congregation exists.
Maundy Thursday
Before Service
1. Follow the procedures for Communion Service (intinction or traditional – as determined by
session).
2. Schedule at least four (4) volunteers to host and greet.
During Service
1. Follow the procedures for Communion Service.
After Service
1. Follow the procedures for Communion Service.
2. Prepare sanctuary for Good Friday service.

Good Friday
Before Service
1. Remove all paraments and decorative accessories from the sanctuary, including candles,
flags, flowers, the large bible, etc.
2. Drape the cross in black fabric
3. Place the hammer and metal pipe on the stairs in the choir loft
4. Designate a volunteer to strike the hour using the hammer and pipe
5. Schedule a volunteer worship host
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During Service
1. Volunteer will strike the pipe with the hammer as a symbol of chiming the hour
After Service
1. Prepare the sanctuary for the Easter Service

Easter Service
Before Service
1. Several Sundays before service, prepare an insert for the Sunday Bulletins and an article for
the Mustard Seed soliciting the donation of lilies for the Easter Service
2. Purchase the lilies and arrange them in the sanctuary following the Good Friday services.
3. Communion may or may not be prepared depending on the date for Easter each year.
During Service
1. Follow the procedures for Communion Service as described above if necessary.
After Service
1. Follow the procedures for Communion Service as described above if necessary.
2. Any lilies not collected by the congregation will be distributed by the deacons.

Christmas Eve
This manner of this service may vary based on the recommendations of the Worship and Music
Committee and the approval of the session. Service may vary from traditional to family style to
lessons and carols. Communion is usually served by intinction and procedures for that may be
found elsewhere in this manual.

Christmas Day
If Christmas Day falls on a Sunday, then the Worship and Music Committee will make a
recommendation to session regarding the manner of the service. Traditionally only one service is
held on Christmas Day.
New Year’s Day
If New Year’s Day falls on a Sunday, then the Worship and Music Committee will make a
recommendation to session regarding the manner of the service. Traditionally only one service is
held on New Year’s Day. Communion is usually served by intinction and procedures for that may
be found elsewhere in this manual.
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BAPTISMS
The sacrament of Baptism is conducted as a part of the regular worship services of Trinity. Adults
and youth are baptized upon their profession of faith while infants and children are baptized on the
faith of their parents.
For infants and children, the parents must meet with the Pastor where they are appropriately
counseled about the commitment they are making in the sacrament. All requests for baptisms are
submitted to and then authorized by the session. Baptisms for the children of non-members are
done at the request of the governing body of the church where the parents are members.
PROCEDURES
Before Service
1. The Pastor will coordinate preparation of the baptismal certificate with the church
administrative assistant and will arrange for an elder to assist with the service.
2. Place the baptismal font in the correct position needed by the Pastor
3. Fill the dish with water and place it in the font.
During Service
1. The service of baptism is conducted following the requirements of the Book of Order and
according to the Book of Common Worship.
2. The Pastor will request that the newly baptized member and/or family stand with Pastor at
the end of worship to greet members of the congregation.
After Service
1. Empty the water from the font, dry it and return it to the normal location.
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WEDDING SERVICES
A wedding is a service of Christian Worship and, as such, is conducted under the direction of the
Pastor of Trinity and the supervision of the Session of Trinity. All weddings performed by the
Pastor must be approved by the Session. Guest ministers may assist in performing wedding services
and, upon request, will be invited by our Pastor.
Fees for all services performed will be established by the Worship & Music Committee and
approved by the Session. This information will be maintained by the Worship & Music Committee.
PROCEDURES
Before Service
1. Wedding services will be conducted utilizing The Book of Common Worship. The exact
content of the wedding rite will be determined in advance by the Pastor in cooperation with
the wedding couple. Unusual requests for the service must be approved by the Session.
2. Premarital counseling is required by the Pastor. The couple must contact him and arrange for
the counseling session.
3. Arrangements for the music must be discussed with the Music Director as soon as possible.
Trinity’s Music Director or the Music Accompanist will normally perform at the service. If a
guest musician is requested then the Worship & Music Committee’s approval is necessary.
4. A Wedding Coordinator will be chosen by the Worship & Music Committee and will be the
contact person for the wedding couple. That person will advise the couple of Trinity’s
wedding rules and any fees required.
5. Rehearsals will be set up with the Coordinator and scheduled at a time convenient for the
church calendar and the wedding party.
6. The Coordinator will make arrangements for receiving any advance delivery of decorations,
gifts and other wedding items. If the reception will be at the church similar arrangements
will be made for the food and beverages.
7. No alcoholic beverages are allowed in or on church property at any time.
8. Decorations may not be taped to any wall surfaces. Items may be attached to the pews with
ribbons only.
9. The Coordinator will work with the church Administrative Assistant for any printed
materials needed for the service.
10. A marriage license must be secured from the Probate Court in any county in South Carolina.
The license should be left with the Pastor no later than the night of the rehearsal.
11. All fees are to be paid on or before the date of the rehearsal.

During Service
1. No flash photography is allowed in the sanctuary during the processional, the service or the
recessional. The wedding couple is responsible for advising members of the wedding party
and their guests of this requirement.
2. A videographer hired by the wedding party may take video of the service but they must
remain in a stationary position in the sanctuary and not move freely about during the service.
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After Service
1. No rice, bird seed or confetti is allowed inside the church or at the entrance. While bird seed
is considered a safer alternative to rice, it will attract pests.
2. Photo sessions of the wedding party may be taken in the sanctuary only after the service
recessional is completed. Most wedding parties wish to have “staged” photos taken for their
memories.
3. All decorations of the sanctuary and narthex must be removed within twenty four (24) hours
of the ceremony unless the ceremony is held on a Saturday. In that instance, the decorations
must be removed the same day in order for the sanctuary to be ready for Sunday morning
services. If a reception is held at the church, arrangements must be made for immediate
cleanup of the areas used following the reception.
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MEMORIAL SERVICES
Memorial services are designed as a witness to the resurrection and a celebration of the life of our
Lord and Savior and the deceased. The worship service and the music used at Trinity will center on
this in accordance with the Book of Order W-4.1000, Services on the Occasion of Death. The use of
non-spiritual music or unique service requirements requested by the family shall be considered and
approved by the Pastor and the appropriate staff member or committee.
Memorial services for members of the church or their loved ones are coordinated through the Pastor
and the church office. The Pastor is normally part of the service and will coordinate additional
pastors or speakers with the family.
FEES
There is no charge for services for members or regular attendees to the church. There is a charge for
the organist. Currently the basic charge is $150.00, with additional fees for work with soloists, etc.
PROCEDURES
Before Service
1. The date and time for the service are scheduled through the pastor and the office.
2. If the funeral home is providing a service bulletin, this information will be coordinated with
them by the church office and the Pastor. Arrival time and other details will be obtained
from the funeral home.
3. The church office will prepare a service bulletin.
4. The Director of Music will be contacted and preparations for music begun.
5. The family will be contacted to coordinate any memorial displays.
6. Church officers will be contacted to volunteer as greeters and/or ushers.
7. The spare stand will be placed in the Narthex for a guest book if requested.
8. Family flowers and traditional worship flowers will be placed at the front of the sanctuary.
Other flowers provided by friends or family will be placed in the Narthex.
9. A reception, if any, will be coordinated with the Presbyterian Women.
10. Building and Grounds will coordinate the opening of the building if necessary.

During Service
1. The service will be conducted according to the Book of Order, W-4.10004, Form and Order
and may follow the service of the Book of Common Worship or other forms of service.
After Service
1. Assist the family, as needed, with the removal of memorial items, guest book and flowers.
2. Return the sanctuary and narthex (along with any additional areas used) to their normal
condition.
3. Building and Grounds will coordinate the lockup of the building if necessary.
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OFFICER OF THE DAY RESPONSIBILITIES
The position of Officer of the Day is shared among all Session and Deacon members on a volunteer
basis. This is an important responsibility for the smooth functioning of the worship services. Each
new volunteer will work with a veteran “officer” during one service to learn the responsibilities.
First Service
1. Arrive at the church forty five (45) minutes prior to the start of services. Put on your name
tag and assist in opening the building.
2. When there is a guest minister, offer to provide water on the pulpit
3. Assist the designated Worship Hosts for the day or perform as host if none are in attendance
4. Introduce yourselves to any unfamiliar faces to determine if they are visitors
a) Ask visitors to provide name and phone number on the friendship pad if they would like
a call back from the Church;
b) Arrange for them to sit with another officer or active member during service if they so
desire; and,
c) Invite them to stay after service for the fellowship time
5. Confirm that the silver offering plates are under the pulpit
6. Count the attendance, including everyone in the sanctuary (choir, music accompanists,
congregation, liturgists and minister) and everyone in the nursery. This should be done
during or after the first hymn. Enter the number in the attendance log in the drawer in the
table in the Narthex.
7. Be alert for any late-comers or visitors - welcome them, provide them with a bulletin and
assist them in finding a seat if necessary.
8. Be aware of conditions in the sanctuary and be prepared to assist anyone that may need to
leave during the service (for either medical or other personal reasons). Have knowledge of
the closest phone – in the office – and be ready to dial 911 if required. Remember the
address of the church is 2061 Glenns Bay Rd, Surfside Beach. A First Aid kit is in the closet
with the acolyte supplies. Be prepared to offer assistance to anyone if required.
9. Check the parking lot visually from inside the Narthex at least twice during service for any
unusual activity. Check the lobby, office and hallways of the entire building by walking
around once before the service looking for any stray children or lost visitors. Remember to
enter the gymnasium and check that the door to the fellowship hall is locked. Check the
kitchen and verify the door to the exterior is pulled closed and that the door to the fellowship
hall is locked as well.
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10. At the time of the Sermon and the offering, the officer must be in the Narthex in order to
collect the offering.
Second Service or Summer Service
1. Arrive at the church forty five (45) minutes prior to the start of services. Put on your name
tag.
2. When there is a guest minister, offer to provide water on the pulpit.
3. Assist the designated Worship Hosts for the day
4. Introduce yourselves to any unfamiliar faces to determine if they are visitors
a) Ask visitors to provide name and phone number on the friendship pad if they would like
a call back from the Church;
b) Arrange for them to sit with another officer or active member during service if they so
desire; and,
c) Invite them to stay after service for the fellowship time
5. Confirm that the brass offering plates are in the Narthex in the acolyte closet and set them on
the table near the bulletins. Check to see if the colored inserts match the paraments and
correct them if necessary.
6. If acolytes are being used for the service, assist in getting them prepared at the beginning of
the service. Help with robe and torch as needed. Send them down the aisle during the hand
bell chiming of the hour. Assist them at the end of the service so they go down the aisle
during the last lines of the hymn. Ensure that the robe and torch are properly put away at the
end of the service. If acolytes are not being used, light the candles on the altar.
7. Count the attendance, including everyone in the sanctuary (choir, music accompanists,
congregation, liturgists and minister) and everyone in the nursery. This should be done
during or after the first hymn. Enter the number in the attendance log in the drawer in the
table in the Narthex.
8. Be alert for any late-comers or visitors - welcome them, provide them with a bulletin and
assist them in finding a seat if necessary.
9. As the children leave for Junior Church, be sure the doors are open and that all children head
into the classroom.
10. Be aware of conditions in the sanctuary and be prepared to assist anyone that may need to
leave during the service (for either medical or other personal reasons). Have knowledge of
the closest phone – in the office – and be ready to dial 911 if required. Remember the
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address of the church is 2061 Glenns Bay Rd, Surfside Beach. A First Aid kit is in the closet
with the acolyte supplies. Be prepared to offer assistance to anyone if required.
11. At approximately thirty (30) minutes after the start of services lock the rear parking lot door.
This is done by holding open the right side door, leaning outside and locking from outside
the building (if you step outside to lock the door you will find yourself locked out). The key
is in the drawer in the table in the Narthex where the attendance log is kept. Be sure to put
the key back after locking the door.
12. Check the parking lot visually from inside the Narthex at least twice during service for any
unusual activity. Check the lobby, office and hallways of the entire building by walking
around at least twice during the service looking for any stray children or lost visitors. On one
round, enter the gymnasium and check that the door to the fellowship hall is locked. Check
the kitchen and verify the door to the exterior is pulled closed and that the door to the
fellowship hall is locked as well.
13. At the time of the offering, the officer should be in the Narthex and available to assist if
requested.
14. At the end of the service, turn off the sound system (red button only) in the small closet to
the left of the men’s room.
15. Extinguish all candles in the sanctuary.
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WORSHIP HOST RESPONSIBILITIES
YOU NEVER GET A SECOND CHANCE
TO MAKE A FIRST IMPRESSION*

The position of Worship Host is the first point of contact on Sunday mornings and all those
attending, whether they be regular members or guests, should be greeted with a welcoming smile
and friendly greeting.

1. Wear your name tag.
2. Provide assistance with opening the door whenever it seems needed.
3. Watch for those entering from the Lobby side of the building so they can be greeted as well.
4. Greet everyone, introduce yourself to unfamiliar faces and ask their name(s).
5. Direct visitors to the sanctuary, the nursery (if accompanied by children) and the restrooms.
6. Introduce visitors to the Officer of the Day.
7. Explain the Children’s Church option to visitors with children.
8. Distribute bulletins for the service and children’s bulletins to families with children
9. Invite guests to stay after the service and join in the fellowship hour.
10. Perform the collection of the offering.
If any unusual or special activities are occurring during the service, explain the situation to visitors
so they can feel comfortable with the service.

How to Perform the Collection
The hosts will proceed down the center aisle with the collection plates. When there are two (2) hosts
(first service) they will do the collection from the center.
When there are four (4) hosts they will separate at the front and two (2) will go down the side aisles
and two (2) will go down the center aisle.
If there are people seated at the opposite ends of a pew, do not pass the plate between them. Each
host at each end of the pew will collect from the person closest to them. This is easiest on the
elderly members of the congregation (the trays are heavy).

* attributed to a very wise man
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ORDINATION AND INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS
The Book of Order states in part:
-p9
G-2.0403 Service of Ordination and Installation
The service of ordination and installation shall focus upon Christ and the joy and
responsibility of serving him through the mission and ministry of the church, and shall
include a sermon appropriate to the occasion. The moderator of session or person
authorized to preside shall state briefly the nature of the ministry of ruling elder and
deacon. The act of ordination and installation takes place in the context of worship. The
order for that service of worship in the Directory for Worship (W-4.4000) shall be
followed.
Trinity Presbyterian follows the procedures described in the Book of Order [W-4.4000 4.
Ordination, Installation, and Commissioning] for the ordination and installation of officers of the
church.
In addition to the procedures outlined in the Book of Order, Trinity also invites all currently serving
elders and previously ordained elders present at the service to come forward and “lay hands” on the
shoulders of those newly elected and ordained.
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAP
In order to maintain and update this manual in the future, this section will detail how the manual has
been constructed so that future administrators will be able to easily make revisions. This manual
was created using Microsoft Word version 2010 and should be compatible with future versions of
Word.

Document Standards
Layout
The manual is divided into sections and topics. “Session and the Committees of the Church” is a
section. And “Building and Grounds” is a topic.
Font
Times New Roman font was used for the majority of the content. Some decorative font such as
Lucida Handwriting has been used in selected places. Font size for the body of the text is 12 point.
Various font sizes are used for headings of chapters and sections within chapters. Headers and
footers contain Times New Roman font with 10 point size.
Margins
Top
Left
Gutter
Header

1”
1”
0”
.5”

Bottom
Right
Gutter Position
Footer

.7”
.8”
Left
.3”

Paragraphs
The large majority of the content paragraphs have the following formatting:
Alignment
Outline Level
Spacing

Justified
Body Text
Before/After – 0 pt

Indent
Line Spacing

Left/Right = 0”
Single

Book of Order references are indented and have the following formatting:
Alignment

Justified

Indent

Outline Level
Spacing

Body Text
Before/After – 0 pt

Line Spacing
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Headers and Footers
Sections
This document is formatted into individual sections for each page. This allows for individual page
numbering and avoids repagination problems when revisions are made and pages are inserted or
removed. To separate each page into a new section, position the cursor at the bottom of the page of
text then select the PAGE LAYOUT tab and the BREAKS menu.

From the BREAKS menu select SECTION BREAKS and NEXT PAGE. Do this for every page.

The bottom of the page will now contain the following format notation.
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Unlinking
Word defaults to having headers and footers the same within the document unless they are
“unlinked” from each other. This version of Word uses the following menus and displays. It is
anticipated that subsequent versions of this software will use something similar. A simple search on
header and footer “help” should provide editors with the necessary information.
This is a page that has been “sectioned” but not “unlinked”. Note that both the Header and Footer
have the format notation of SAME AS PREVIOUS when you click on the Header or Footer to enter text.
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To unlink the Header, click in the Header space and the following menu options should appear in
the toolbar. Note that LINK TO PREVIOUS is highlighted.

Click on LINK TO PREVIOUS to unlink the Header and the highlight should disappear. Repeat this
process for all Headers and Footers separately.

Once the page is unlinked it will appear as follows.

Individual revision dates, section numbers and topic page numbers may now be entered for every
page in the document and there will not be any pagination issues.
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Revisions
Publication History
Changes to The MAP will be noted in the Publication History. A brief description should be entered
in the Change Summary. It is not necessary to itemize every change as space is not available. See
the example below.
Revision
Original
001
002

Effective
Date
03/01/14
07/15/14
01/01/15

Change Summary
First Release of this Manual
Update to Church Lockup Procedures
Addition of new committee procedures, update to alarm info.

Revision Numbering
The original document contains footers indicated as Original with an appropriate section and page
number (e.g., 8.1). To indicate a revised page, change the footer to display the date of the revision
preceded by the notation “Rev.” in the space previously occupied by the word Original. The date
should be displayed as mm/dd/yy. See example below.
Rev. 07/15/14

8.1

Additional Pages
When additional topics (e.g. a new committee) are inserted for a section, insert the topic at the end
of the appropriate section and continue the page numbering at the end of the section. Not all
sections are alphabetized. Subsequent editors should not concern themselves that the addition of a
new topic is not alphabetical in a section.
When additional information is inserted in a topic within a section that impacts the sequential page
numbering of that topic, use the following format.
Example: To add information to the Worship Service Procedures section and the Officer of the Day
topic:
Preceding page that is unchanged
Original

12.13

New page that is added to this topic
Rev. 10/15/14

12.13.1

Second new page for this topic
Rev. 10/15/14
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Table of Contents Revisions
When revisions to this document cause changes to page numbers, insert the new pages numbers in
the appropriate line. When new pages are created through the addition of new topics, insert the new
row in the table. Be sure to renumber the Contents footer with a revision date.
Reserved for Future Use
There are three sections in the document that are noted as Reserved for Future Use. These may be
used whenever complete new sections are necessary.
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RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE
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APPENDIX

Note
The appendix does not follow page numbering conventions because it contains many
forms that when used stand-alone already contain specific footer information. Where
available the footer will contain the latest edition date of that form.

BUILDING USE APPLICATION
TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
2061 Glenns Bay Road, Surfside Beach, SC 29575
843-650-0313 Ph / 843-650-8529 Fx
1. Name of Organization or Group:______________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________
2. Name(s) of Responsible Party(ies)____________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
First Contact Phone

____

Secondary Contact Phone __________________________

3. Our organization/group is primarily:

□ Religious □ Educational □ Political □ Social □ Other _________________________________
4. Does your organization allow full participation and access to persons of all racial and ethnic groups, religious
affiliations, ages, sexes and various disabilities?

□

Yes

□

No - If not, please clarify: _______________________________________________________

5. Trinity Presbyterian Church facilities are desired for:
□ One meeting (date) ________ □ Weekly meetings (day) ________

□ Monthly meetings (day) _________

□ Periodic meetings (specify) ________________________________________________________________
6. Give date and time needed (if set up, event and clean-up will be different days, include that information)
SET UP

EVENT

CLEAN UP

Date _____________

Date ______________

Date ________________

Time ____ to ______

Time _____ to ______

Time ______ to _______

7. Room(s) requested ________________________________________________________________________
8. Approximate total number of people to attend event ( include children) _______________________________
9. If children will be attending give approximate number: ___________ and ages _________________________
10. Will you need the kitchen facilities?

□ No □ Yes - to what extent? ______________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
11. Does your group have liability insurance?
with a certificate of insurance

□ No □ Yes – if yes, we may request that you provide the church

The requested date(s) will be confirmed when representatives from both the organization and the church have
signed the Use Agreement section on page 3 of this form and the necessary fee(s) has been paid.
_________________________________________
Signature of the User Group Representative

Alternate Representative

_________________________________________
Print Name
Official Capacity

___________________________________________
Official Capacity:

_________________________________________
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___________________________________________
Print Name

_________________________________________

Date Signed

___________________________________________

___________________________________________
Date Signed:
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TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
BUILDING USE POLICY
RULES AND REGULATIONS:
GENERAL
The buildings and facilities of Trinity Presbyterian Church are available to community groups which reflect, or are
not in conflict with, the mission and goals of the church. Use of the facilities by outside organizations is always
subordinate to the program needs of the church. Requests for building use are to be submitted to the church
office.
MISSION STATEMENT
Trinity Presbyterian Church welcomes into its membership all who share our commitment to the Lordship of Jesus
Christ and who, with us, seek to nurture and express our witness through meaningful worship, spiritual growth,
and a loving and caring fellowship in our church and community.
As a community loved and redeemed by Jesus Christ, Trinity Presbyterian Church is called to bear witness to
God’s saving love. Both individually and corporately our mission is to show the love and justice of Jesus Christ
and proclaim by word and deed that the risen Christ is Lord.
We worship only God; we struggle to understand and obey God’s word; we strive to love one another and build up
the fellowship by affirming one another’s ministries, sharing our hopes, joys and sorrows, and welcoming the
newcomer; following Christ’s commands, we seek to minister to our brothers and sisters in this community and
around the world.
CUSTODIAL SERVICES
The church facilities are offered on a case by case basis. The facilities are cleaned routinely; any additional
cleaning required is the responsibility of the organization. If custodial services beyond what is ordinarily provided
are needed, additional service can be arranged at $25.00/hour. All rooms must be left as they were found,
returning chairs, tables, and equipment to their original positions. All trash must be collected and removed from
the church facilities and grounds and placed in the trash containers at the rear of the church for collection.
If we determine that extra custodial service is required to clean the facilities and grounds after you have used
them, your group will be notified and offered the opportunity to complete the cleaning. If the cleaning is not done
then you will be charged $25.00/hour to put the facility back in good order. If your group is scheduled for regular
meetings and extra custodial services continue to be required, you may have to pay a higher rate or you may no
longer be allowed to use the facilities.
KEYS
If the church approves your request to use our facilities, the office will issue key(s). You may pick up the keys
several days before the event between 8:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Monday through Friday at the church office.
You must return the key(s) within 24 hours of the conclusion of your event. You and your group are responsible
for securing the building and extinguishing all lights.
FAILURE TO SECURE THE BUILDING WILL RESULT IN A WARNING; ANY ADDITIONAL INSTANCE WILL
THEN RESULT IN TERMINATION OF YOUR RIGHT TO USE THE BUILDING.
THE USE OF THE KEY(S) BY PERSONS OTHER THAN MEMBERS OF YOUR GROUP WILL RESULT IN
FORFEITURE OF YOUR RIGHT TO BUILDING USE.
BUILDING SUPPLIES
The church will endeavor to have sufficient restroom supplies on hand for all events. Use of any kitchen supplies
must be discussed and approved prior to their use. All other supplies needed for any events or meetings will be
the sole responsibility of the party using the facility. If any supplies are used without prior approval, you may be
charged for the cost to replace these supplies.
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FEES FOR FACILITIES (FOR THREE HOUR USE)
While Trinity Presbyterian Church is not a profit-making institution, fees are based on full recovery of costs for
maintenance, custodial fees, administrative services and utility costs. (This fee schedule does not pertain to
sanctuary use for weddings or funerals).
Family Life Center (gym)
Fellowship Room
Kitchen
Classrooms, library and conference room
Sanctuary (non-worship use)
Organ and/or Piano
Key Deposit (if key is provided)

Member
$100.00
$ 50.00
$ 50.00
$ 20.00
$125.00
$ 50.00
$ 25.00

Non-Member
$200.00
$ 75.00
$ 75.00
$ 30.00
$150.00
$ 60.00
$ 50.00

These fees may be adjusted or waived at the discretion of the Administration Chairperson. Fees for repeated use
of the building (such as daily, weekly or monthly meetings) are negotiable with each user group.
USE AGREEMENT
We agree that we have read and understand the Rules, Regulations and Fee Structure above and further agree
that we will:
Use the key (if provided) only for the group; and will not lend the key to any other person or group
Not adjust any thermostats
Use only those rooms, equipment, and supplies specifically authorized
Lock the building while outdoors
Supervise children and/or youth all at times
Leave the facilities as found, return all chairs, tables and furnishings to their original or requested position
Be responsible for any damage or misuse of the building
Check that anyone entering the building is authorized to use it
Be responsible for turning out all lights, checking bathrooms for any water issues and securing the building
Return the key (if provided) to the Office, using the envelope provided, following the event
Not smoke in the buildings and not drink or allow any alcoholic beverages on the grounds
Be financially responsible for any damage requiring repair or extra cleaning
Hold Trinity Church harmless and without fault for any legal or equitable actions arising out of use of the
Property and indemnify the Church for any actions arising out of the use of the church facilities.
In receiving authorization from Trinity Presbyterian Church to use its facilities, I/we agree by signing below, on
behalf of our organization or group, to assume responsibility for any and all damages to the property, of any
nature, arising out of our use of the church facilities and will hold Trinity Presbyterian Church harmless for any
and all legal or equitable actions arising out of the use of the facilities.
Organization:_______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Signature of the User Group Representative:

_________________________
Date Signed

_______________________________________________________
Print Name

Permission has been granted for the use of Trinity Presbyterian Church facilities for the days, times and rooms as
requested in the Building Use Application.
___________________________________________________
Signature of Trinity Church Representative:

______________________________
Date Signed

Fee
___________________________________________________
Position within the Church
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□ Paid (one time use)
□ Agreed Upon (multi-use)
□ Donation (one time use)
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Trinity Presbyterian Church
Equipment Loan Agreement
Organization: ____________________________________________________________________
Representative: __________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________________________________________________________________
We wish to have Trinity Presbyterian Church loan us the following equipment (list quantity)
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
It will be used for the following purpose: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
At this location: __________________________________________________________________
Requested Dates: ______________________________ to ________________________________
Will Pick Up: ______________________________ Will Return: __________________________
We, the undersigned, agree to return the items in the same condition as when loaned. If any items
are lost, stolen or damaged, we will reimburse Trinity for any costs incurred to replace or repair
these items. Trinity makes no warranties as to the safety or condition of any item for any purpose
other than that for which it was originally intended. All items are loaned in as-is conditions and the
user assumes liability for their use.
Requestor

Trinity Presbyterian Church

______________________________________
Signature

Signature

______________________________ _______
Print Name

TPC Equipment Loan.docx

________________________________________

Date

_______________________________ ________
Print Name

Date
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CONTRACTS AND SERVICE VENDORS

Vendor

Budget
Line #

Account #

Anderson Lock

441

1506-29

Atlantic Coast
Electrical
Services

421

BFPE Int'l

442

Contract
Dates

1000637

Service &
Cost

Phone #'s

Addresses

Alarm Service Monitoring - $63 qtrly
Annual Inspection - $125

843-238-3930
843-602-1937

601 Hwy 17 South
Surfside Beach, SC 29575

Emerg

Electrical Service

(C) 910-367-2379
(Fx) 910.754.9744

P O Box 8271
Ocean Isle Beach, NC,
28469

Ansul System & Fire Extinguishers
Annual inspect & recharge - $208.05

843-448-9075
800-948-5489
910-762-9279 - Fx

P O Box 630067
Baltimore, MD 21263

843-546-6136
843-385-2011
843-385-2035

1424 Highmarket St
Georgetown, SC 29442

Baker Glass Co.

421

Repairs to metal and glass doors

Christian
Copyright
Licensing Int'l

741

Church copyright license for music
used in worship - $185 annual

Dean Piano
Service :
Terry Dean

770

Piano Tuning Service

843-742-5156 or
843-448-1508

Toshiba Copier, Model # T283
S# CUB840400 Billed Qtrly Avg $150
.0165 per copy, avg 3,000 per mo

843-916-1880

4817 Hwy 17 Bypass South
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577

Mo lease for Mita Duplicator
$209.52 per month

888-652-2269-Ph
319-841-6324-Fx

P O Box 740441
Atlanta, GA 30374

Water & Sewer - $183 mo budget

843-443-8202

P O Box 2368
Conway, SC 29528

Digital
Resources

111

[no #, file by name]

4/21/11
4/21/16

GE Capital

115

Bill ID 90134991454
Accnt Sched # 6884909-020

8/26/09
8/26/14

Grand Strand
Water & Sewer

433

# 50260015
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CONTRACTS AND SERVICE VENDORS
Vendor

Budget
Line #

Account #

Contract
Dates

Service &
Cost

Phone #'s

Addresses

Horry County
State Bank

630

100092074

8/20/10
8/20/30

Mortgage - $8,318.58 per mo

843-293-7595

4600 Hw 17 Bypass
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588

843-365-2154

P O Box 1819
Conway, SC 29528

HTC

171

843-650-0313-0

Local & Long Distance Phone Service
Cable Service
$108 average per month

Lanes Pest
Control

423

# 3317

Termite & Pest Service
$250 quarterly

843-238-9995

P O Box 14973
Surfside Beach, SC 29587

Lease of adjacent building + 3 rooms
in main bldg., rate per sq ft adjusted
by 2% annually

843-650-8733

2061 Glenns Bay Rd
Surfside Beach, SC 29575

HVAC, plumbing, electrical

843-448-1489
843-626-7170 Fx

3201 Mr. Joe White Ave
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577

Sept 1,
2009 to
Aug 31,
2019

Learning Tree

Mancill, Inc.

424

Piggly Wiggly

713

# 200000

Alter Flowers
$35 per arrangement

Office Logic

117

MB6571 – Accnt #
903-01 – Contract #

Annual maintenance cost for the
Mita Duplicator & 100k copies

Church Organ
Service Co.
Todd Witfield

770

Paul Graham
SABA Corp

414

Santee Cooper

431

# 8173200000

122 Hwy 17 North
Surfside Beach, SC 29575

Authorized Rodgers organ service
technician, tuning and repair

252-521-4162

P O Box 1298
Winterville, NC 28590

Tow Service - for dumped cars - no
charge

843-424-9095

Paper products (rest rooms &
kitchen) - $1,650 annual budget

843-238-8565
877-615-2239

P O Box 1865
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576

Electric - $22,000 annual budget

843-761-8000

P O Box 188
Moncks Corner, SC 29461
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CONTRACTS AND SERVICE VENDORS
Vendor

The Hartford

Budget
Line #

133

Account #

Accnt # - 2212943528
Pol # 22WECLF1841

Contract
Dates

6/6 to
6/6

Service &
Cost

Workers Comp Insurance

Phone #'s

Addresses

Company

The Hartford
P O Box 2907
Hartford, CT 06104

Agent
Ginny Taylor
843-235-3383
843-725-4900
Company

The Insurance
Board

132

US Postal
Service

142

Waste
Management
Stormwater
Management
Vincent’s
Heating & Air
Dan Vincent

432

434

424

The Insurance Board
ID # - 0000023382
10/1 to
Pol # - PKP
10/1
0081045-01

Property & Liability Insurance

Bulk Mail # - 390
Box # - 14758

Bulk Mailing Permit - $185 annual
P O Box for all mail - $70 annual

# 8367

1/26 to
1/26

Trash - 8 cubic yard container
Pick up every other Wednesday
$100 average per month (fuel
surcharge varies)

Agent
Ginny Taylor
843-235-3383
843-725-4900
843-448-5058

Anderson Insurance Assoc.
245 Business Center Lane
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
Insurance Board
P O Box 951382
Cleveland, OH 44193
Anderson Insurance Assoc.
245 Business Center Lane
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
505 N. Kings Hwy
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
3010 Hwy 378 - Local
Conway, SC 29527

843-397-5586
P O Box 580027 - Billing
Charlotte, NC 28258

Stormwater Fee - $950 annual
budget

843-915-5160

4401 Privetts RoadConway,
SC 29526

HVAC

843.651.3307

3050 S. Hwy 17
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576

Trinity Presbyterian Church
In Case of Emergency (ICE) Contact Form
From time to time members of the church have an emergency that requires a
connection with your extended family. This ICE form is in place to help Trinity
Presbyterian Church take better care of you in case of emergency. This information
will be strictly confidential and will remain in a secure, safe location to be used only
in a true emergency when you cannot be communicated with directly. (The
information can be changed at any time by contacting the church office or
completing another form)
Your Name: __________________________________________________________
Address:
_______________________________City, State___________________
Home Phone: _________________________
Cell: _______________________
Email Address: ________________________________________________________
Local Emergency Contact Name: _________________________________________
Relationship: _________________________________________________________
Home Phone: _________________________
Cell: _______________________
Email Address: ________________________________________________________
Family Contact Name: _________________________________________________
Relationship: _________________________________________________________
Home Phone: _________________________
Cell: _______________________
Email Address: ________________________________________________________
Emergency (Hurricane) Evacuation Plans (include telephone and email):

Preferred Hospital:

TPC ICE Form

Rev 082212

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
YOUTH COVENANT
The following event: ___________________________________________________
has been approved by the Session of Trinity Presbyterian Church to enable me to grow
in Christian faith and commitment and to enjoy Christian fellowship.
In keeping with this spirit, I promise to:
 Attend and participate willingly in all planned activities
 Follow all rules and instructions of the designated leaders at all times to everyone
involved in this event
 Willingly participate in all group meals and respect and abide by any designated
lights-out and/or quiet times
 Not bring or use any drugs, narcotics, tobacco or alcoholic beverages to this event
 Respect the property of others and in the event that I am responsible for damage
to that property, I will be responsible for the expenses incurred to repair or
replace that property
______________________________________________________
Youth Signature

TPC Youth Covenant

____________________
Date

Rev 031314

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
ADULT COVENANT
I, the undersigned, do hereby state as follows:
I am the parent or guardian of ___________________________________________, a minor child.
Said minor child has my permission and consent to participate in the Trinity Presbyterian event listed
herein:______________________________________________________________________
Occurring on: _________________________________________ and under the direction and supervision of:
___________________________________________________________________.
I understand that reasonable measures will be taken to safeguard the health and safety of the group, and that I
will be notified as soon as possible in case of an emergency. However, in the event of sickness or accident, I will
not hold the leaders of the trip or Trinity Presbyterian responsible.
In the event that said minor child sustains an injury or becomes ill during the course of the event, I authorize one
of the adult leaders at the event to administer first aid or seek medical services for said child at my expense.
In the event that medical services are required, I hereby consent to any needed medical, dental or surgical
diagnoses and treatment, any hospital care and treatment, or the administration of drugs or medicine to said
minor child under the general or specialized supervision of a duly licensed physician and/or surgeon.
I understand that this consent applies to any and all emergency medical situations that may arise during this
event.
A copy of this form shall be considered as valid as the original.

Medical (use the reverse of this form if additional room is need)
Said minor child:
1. Is subject to specific allergies
No

Yes (if yes, list below)

__________________________________________________________________________
2. Has the following medical condition(s): _______________________________________
3. Takes the following medications: ____________________________________________
I understand that if said minor child is sent home early because of a violation of the youth covenant, it
will be at my expense.
_________________________________________________
Signature of Parent or Guardian

___________________________
Date

Print Name: _______________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Phone: Home __________________ Work ___________________ Cell _______________________
Minor’s Birthday: _________________________ Minor’s SS # ______________________________
Alternate Emergency Contact Person: ___________________________________________________
Relationship: _______________________ Phone(s) _______________________________________
Family Physician: _____________________________ Phone; ______________________________
Insurance Co.: ________________________________ Policy # _____________________________

TPC Youth Covenant

Rev 031314
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AIR CONDITIONER PROBLEMS
1. Check the bulletin board for the building map showing the location of the units outside and
the air handlers in the attic.
2. Check all the thermostats
Lower in cold weather
Raise in hot weather
3. Check all the breakers in the breaker boxes located in the closet in room 504 in the
Fellowship Hall, in the Electrical Room 508 in corridor by choir room and in the hallway
behind the choir loft.
4. Check the outside breakers at the heat pump units behind the Sanctuary and outside the
kitchen and Fellowship Hall.
5. Check the breakers on the air handlers in the attic. Attic Accesses are located in the
following areas (also refer to the Catwalk, Loft and Air Handler diagram that follows in this
manual).
In the small storage area between the choir room and the finance room
In the table/chair storage room in the gym
Behind the choir loft in the chancel corridor
In the Brides Room
In the Fellowship Room
In the Library
Regarding the Air Handlers
For some units, especially those that run the most – the evaporation trays can fill up if the drain
pipes have clogged and the emergency switches have shut them off. The trays have to be emptied
and the drain pipes unclogged, then the emergency switches need to be reset.
If you are unable to correct a problem and a Building and Grounds Committee member is not
available, please call:

Vincent’s Heating and Air, Inc.

843-651-3307 or 843-446-3307

BUILDING AND GROUNDS INFORMATION

Original

AIR CONDITIONER FILTER INFORMATION

LOCATION
CEILING FILTERS
AA Rooms
Fellowship Hall
Kitchen
Chancel Corridor
(for air handlers #17 & 18
ROOMS
Daycare Director Office
Pastor Office
Class Rooms
Choir Room
North Hallway
Outside Office
WALL FILTERS
Narthex
Gymnasium
CHANCEL
Air Handler 13

ROOM
NUMBER

SIZE

QUANTITY

607 & 514
404
403
109

20 X 20 X 1
20 X 20 X 1
20 X 20 X 1

2
1
2

20 X 25 X 1

4

203
204
307 – 311
312
603
200

20 X 20 X 1
20 X 20 X 1
20 X 20 X 1
20 X 20 X 1
20 X 20 X 1
20 X 20 X 1

1
1
1
1
1
2

101
406

20 X 30 X 1
20 X 30 X 1

2
4

Attic

20 X 30 X 1

1

BUILDING AND GROUNDS INFORMATION

Original

CATWALK, LOFT & AIR HANDLER PLAN

Pull Down
Ladder Access

3

PLATFORM

4
Air Handling
Unit
1
13

Access thru Ceiling

Access thru Ceiling

5
12

6

2

LOFT
CATWALK

11

18
17
7

Access thru Loft Toilet

10

14

9

Access thru Loft

8
16
15

AIR HANDLING UNIT ROOM ASSIGNMENTS

3
1

3

Air Handling
Unit

3

3
4

3
1

3

Indicates which unit
Is supplying this room

3
2

1
1

5

4
4

5

13

4

4
12
11

13

6

13

6
7

2

18

8
10

17

11
11

9

8

12
10

14

7

18
8

8

17
14

8

11
9

14

8
9

9

9

9

8

14

15

15
16
16

15

16
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MAINTENANCE NEEDS LIST

LOCATION

Please put the date the maintenance item was first noticed and the nature
of the work needed. When it is completed, please cross it off the list

OUTSIDE

WINDOWS

DOORS

PLUMBING

KITCHEN

LIGHTS

OTHER

BUILDING AND GROUNDS INFORMATION
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FIRE EXTINGUISHER INFORMATION
NUMBER
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
1
1
1

LOCATION
Narthex
Sanctuary
Church Lobby
Hallway by the Nursery
Hallway by Learning Tree Office
Gym
Hallway to left of Choir Room Door
Hallway by Back Door – West Side - Spanish Oak
Kitchen
AA Main Meeting Room
Electrical Room – # 508
Learning Tree Classrooms
Dishwasher Room - #401
Church Bus
Church Bus

FIRE EXTINGUISHER SERVICE RECORDS
INSPECTION DATE

INSPECTION DATE

BUILDING AND GROUNDS INFORMATION

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
2061 GLENNS BAY ROAD
SURFSIDE BEACH, SC 29575

NEW MEMBER INFORMATION SHEET
MEMBER INFORMATION: (use line #2 for spouse even if not joining)
(use #1 or #2 when information refers to only one person, i.e., hearing impairment, etc.)

#1 Formal Name (& nickname if any)

Baptized?

Date of Birth

#2 Formal Name (& nickname if any)

Baptized?

Date of Birth

Street Address

City

Home Phone Number

State

Zip Code

Work Phone

E-mail Addresses

Date of Marriage (if applicable)

Widowed (date)

Divorced (date)

Do you have a hearing impairment:

Yes ____

No ____ If couple, indicate which

Do you have a sight impairment:

Yes ____

No ____ If couple, indicate which

Do you have a mobility impairment:

Yes ____ No ____ If couple, indicate which

*****************************************************************************************
DEPENDENT CHILDREN: (use additional sheet if necessary)
Name

Date of Birth

Date Baptized

Where Baptized

Name

Date of Birth

Date Baptized

Where Baptized

Name

Date of Birth

Date Baptized

Where Baptized

NON-DEPENDENT CHILDREN:

Name

City, State

Phone No.

Name

City, State

Phone No.

Name

City, State

Phone No.

******************************************************************************************
PREVIOUS CHURCH HISTORY:

Name of Previous Church (include denomination)

Address of Previous Church
Were you ever an ordained Deacon in the PCUSA, UPCUSA or PCUS? ____ Yes

____ No

If yes: _____________________________________________________________
Year of ordination
Name and location of church
Were you ever an ordained Elder in the PCUSA, UPCUSA or PCUS?

____ Yes

____ No

If yes: _____________________________________________________________
Year of ordination
Name and location of church
*****************************************************************************************
MEMBERSHIP PROCESS:
Joining process: 1. Letter of Transfer ___ Reaffirmation of Faith ___ Profession of Faith ___
2. Letter of Transfer ___ Reaffirmation of Faith ___ Profession of Faith ___
If by Letter of Transfer: Date request sent: __________

Date transfer received: _______

****************************************************************************************
Date member(s) met with Session: ____________________________

Date member(s) were announced to the congregation: _____________________
TPC New Member

Rev 031014

CHURCH MAP
WEST PARKING LOT ENTRANCE

SOUTH
DOOR

EAST PARKING LOT ENTRANCE

